Licensing Sub Committee
16 April 2019
Shell Waitrose Kingstonian – 164 Richmond Road, Kingston upon Thames, KT2 5HD
Application for a New Premises Licence under the Licensing Act 2003
Report by the Licensing and Environmental Compliance Team Leader
PURPOSE
To determine the application, by Public Hearing, following receipt by the Licensing
Authority of relevant representations.
This sub-committee hearing is to consider the application, having regard to the
representation and relevant guidance, with the following options being available:
DECISION TO BE MADE:
1) Grant the application as it currently stands.
2) Grant the application subject to such conditions as the authority considers
appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives.
3) Exclude from the scope of the licence any of the licensable activities to which the
application relates.
4) Reject the application.
INTRODUCTION
1.

2.

This application relating to Shell Waitrose Kingstonian, 164 Richmond Road, Kingston
upon Thames, was made on 21 February 2019 by Lockett & Co on behalf of Shell UK
Oil Products Limited.
The application seeks a new premises licence to permit:



The sale by retail of alcohol (for consumption off the premises) 00:00 - 24:00
Monday to Sunday
The provision of late night refreshment (indoors) from 23:00 to 05:00 the
following morning, Monday to Sunday

Relevant pages of the application form are attached at Annex 1.
3.
4.

The proposed hours of operation are laid out in Annex 2
There is currently a licensed premises on site which is permitted to sell alcohol for
consumption off the premises from 07:00 to 23:00 daily. A new premises licence is
being sought as the current building is being demolished. The new building will be
rebranded and reformatted as a Waitrose.

CONSULTATION
5.

I confirm that the applicant has advertised the application by way of public notice
displayed at the premises, and in a local newspaper. The application has also been
made available on the Council’s website.

6.

I confirm that all Responsible Authorities received a copy of the application. The
Metropolitan Police as the Responsible Authority for the prevention of crime and
disorder, Environmental Protection Officer (Pollution Control) as Responsible
Authority for the prevention of public nuisance, and the Director of Public Health made
representations to the application. These representations are attached at Annex 4.

7.

In accordance with the Council’s Licensing Policy, 293 addresses were consulted in
writing and informed that an application had been received. 83 valid representations
were received from Other Parties. Of those representations, two were made on behalf
of local residents associations (Archer Close Residents Association and Canbury and
Riverside Association), one on behalf of the Canbury and Tudor Police Panel, and
one on behalf of Kingston Academy. The representations make reference to matters
that relate to all four licensing objectives. Copies of the representations are attached
at Annex 5.

8.

A number of representations make reference to the need for a licensed premises.
Members will be aware that in making their decision “need” cannot be taken in to
consideration, Paragraph 14.19 of the Secretary of State’s Guidance refers.

LOCATION
9.

A map showing the approximate location of the premises is attached as Annex 6,
with photographs attached as Annex 7. The photographs at Annex 7 show the
currently licensed building as the new premises has yet to be constructed.

LICENSING OBJECTIVES
10.

In considering this report the Sub-Committee is required to take into account the
Secretary of State’s Guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003,
and our Licensing Policy (relevant paragraphs are produced at Annex 8) and the
licensing objectives of:





The prevention of crime and disorder.
Public safety.
The prevention of public nuisance.
The protection of children from harm

DETERMINATION
11.

In making their decision in respect of the application, the Sub-Committee must have
regard to Statutory Guidance and the Councils’ own Statement of Licensing Policy
as well as to the representations made and the evidence heard. However, the SubCommittee must disregard any representations that do not relate to the promotion of
the licensing objectives.

12.

The licensing sub-committee is asked to determine the application, having regard to
the representations received and any evidence heard at the hearing, in accordance
with the following options:



Grant the application as requested.



Grant the application subject to such conditions as the authority considers
appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives.



Exclude from the scope of the licence any of the licensable activities to which the
application relates.



Reject the application.

CONDITIONS
13.

Mandatory Conditions. If granted, the licence would be subject to the mandatory
conditions laid down in the licensing Act 2003 (this information will be available to the
Sub-Committee meeting).

14.

Conditions arising from applicants Operating Schedule. In applying for a licence,
the applicant is required to complete an operating schedule. This describes the steps
the applicant proposes to take in order to promote the licensing objectives if the
application is granted. These steps which are appropriate for the promotion of the
licensing objectives will become conditions if the application is granted and are shown
in Annex 3. However, the Sub-Committee must, having regard to the representations
made, modify these conditions, if it considers that such a step is appropriate for the
promotion of the licensing objectives.

CONTENT OF ANNEXES TO THIS REPORT
Annex 1
Annex 2
Annex 3
Annex 4
Annex 5
Annex 6
Annex 7
Annex 8

Application Form
Proposed hours of operation
Conditions arising from applicants Operating Schedule
Representations from Responsible Authorities
Representations from Other Parties
Location Plan
Photographs of Location (showing current convenience shop)
Excerpts from Secretary of State’s Guidance and Kingston’s Statement of
Licensing Policy

BACKGROUND papers are held by Rebecca Whelton, Environmental Protection Officer 020 8547 5079, rebecca.whelton@kingston.gov.uk

ANNEX 1

ANNEX 2
Proposed hours of operation
SHELL WAITROSE KINGSTONIAN – 164 RICHMOND ROAD, KINGSTON
Proposed licence
Day
Sale of Alcohol
Provision of late night
Opening Hours
Off premises
refreshment
Monday
00:00 - 24:00
23.00-05.00
00:00 - 24:00
Tuesday

00:00 – 24:00

23.00-05.00

00:00 - 24:00

Wednesday

00:00 – 24:00

23.00-05.00

00:00 - 24:00

Thursday

00:00 – 24:00

23.00-05.00

00:00 - 24:00

Friday

00:00 – 24:00

23.00-05.00

00:00 - 24:00

Saturday

00:00 – 24:00

23.00-05.00

00:00 - 24:00

Sunday

00:00 – 24:00

23.00-05.00

00:00 - 24:00

ANNEX 3
Conditions arising from applicants Operating Schedule
The prevention of crime & disorder
Closed Circuit Television System (CCTV)
A suitable and sufficient CCTV system with recording facilities will be in place on site and
will operate at all times the premise is open for licensable activities. Images will be retained
for a period of no less than 31 days. Access to the equipment and recordings will be provided
to the Police or other relevant officers of a responsible authority within 24 hours of the
request being made.
Location of alcohol
Spirits (with the exception of spirit mixers and premixed spirit drinks) will be located behind
the counter.
The Premises Licence Holder shall be permitted to display bulk stacks, wine towers and
chilled promotional offerings throughout the store that may not necessarily be shown on the
plan. The locations may be subject to change but will be contained within the red lined
licensable area shown on the plan attached to the premises licence. The display of bulk
stacks will not be located where they may impact on the ability of customers to use exits or
escape routes without impediment.
Staffing
There will be two members of staff on duty between the hours of 23:00 and 05:00 each day.
In the event that there is not, the door to the shop will be closed and all service will take
place through the night hatch.
The protection of children from harm
Staff training
Staff will be trained with regard to their responsibilities in the retail sale of alcohol and regular
refresher training will also be undertaken (minimum of every 6 months). Written training
records can be made available for inspection upon reasonable request by the Police or other
relevant officers of a responsible authority.
Refusals log
A refusals log will be operated and maintained and will be produced to a relevant officer of
the Police or other relevant officers of a responsible authority upon reasonable request.
Incident log
An incident log will be operated and maintained and will be produced to a relevant officer of
the Police or other relevant officers of a responsible authority upon reasonable request.
Challenge 25 policy
A Challenge 25 policy will be operated at the premise. Acceptable forms of identification
are a passport, photo card driving licence and PASS accredited identification card.

ANNEX 4

Kingston Council
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames
Licensing Team
Guildhall 2, High Street
Kingston Upon Thames KT1 1EU
20th March 2019

Dear Licensing Team
Re: Representation against Shell Waitrose Richmond Road, Kingston upon Thames
for an application of premises licence
As the Director of Public Health for the Royal Borough of Kingston I wish to make a
representation against the application of the premise’s licence in respect to Shell Waitrose
Richmond Road, Kingston upon Thames.
The representation is made with reference to complying with the licensing objectives for the
prevention of crime and disorder, and the prevention of public nuisance. I believe that
granting the licence would add to the impact on both of these objectives. The latest
available data below (April 2017-March 2018) indicates a continuing impact in the area:




London Ambulance Service recorded 9 assaults within 500 metres of the premises.
There were 4 reported incidents of head injuries within 500 metres of the premises.
There were 23 reported alcohol related incidents, of which 34.7% were under the age
of 26 years, within 500 metres of the premises.

Many people travelling into Kingston for a night out and students who live nearby will use
Shell Waitrose Richmond Road in order to purchase alcohol and preload before visiting the
pubs and/or clubs in the town centre. A report completed by Kingston University concluded
that 59% of the Kingston University students that took part in the survey drank alcohol before
going out and 83% of the nightclub members also pre-loaded alcohol before going out.
Preloaded alcohol was usually sourced from a supermarket. This finding confirms that of
Addaction, the specialist drug and alcohol treatment agency, which reports that around half
of Britain’s drink sales are made at the six major supermarkets and that off-sales promotions
have been shown to increase sales by 25%. The difference in price between discounted
alcohol and premium price branded drinks sold in licensed venues has been identified as
one of the reasons behind the growth in pre-loading1.
One survey of 19-35 year olds found that those who reported pre-loading recorded a
significantly higher total alcohol consumption over the period of a night out than those who
waited until reaching the bars and nightclubs to drink. Pre-loaders were also more than
twice as likely to have been involved in a fight. This contravenes the licensing objectives
stated above.

1

Addaction, 2012

Research has shown that victims believed the offender to be under the influence of alcohol
in over half of all violent incidents2. 64% of stranger violence and 70% of violent incidents at
weekends, evenings and at night are alcohol related. Alcohol related crime in the UK is
estimated to cost between £8bn and £13bn per year.
If this licence was to be granted Shell Waitrose would be the sole purely off-sales licensed
premises in the locality still selling alcohol after 11pm, which may encourage people who
have already consumed alcohol on a night out, and whose judgement will be impaired, to
purchase more alcohol on their way home. This will also contribute to night-time noise in a
residential area. Shell Waitrose is within 0.2 miles of Canbury Gardens and the riverside –
this may also encourage people to purchase alcohol and congregate in these areas and
cause a disturbance. Based on this information I believe that alcohol should not be sold
after 11.00pm.
Approximately 85% of the adult population in Kingston drink alcohol. Of these 33% drink at
levels that may result in alcohol related harm.3 This means that about 27,000 people in
Kingston consume levels of alcohol that place them in the increasing risk category for alcohol
related harm. A further 8,800 residents fall in to the higher risk category for alcohol related
harm. Compared to the London average, women and men in Kingston reportedly drink more.
In 2017-18 the Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames Public Health Department spent
circa £1,268,300 to provide substance misuse (drug and alcohol) prevention and treatment
services to its population.
In 2017-18, in Kingston there were 2,698 admissions to hospital where alcohol related
conditions were the primary diagnosis or a secondary diagnosis4. Between April 2017 and
March 2018, there were 1,072 alcohol related ambulance call outs to Kingston5. The
estimated number of alcohol related deaths in Kingston in 2017 was 494.
In 2017-18, there were an estimated 1,171,253 admissions to hospitals in England where
the primary diagnosis or any of the secondary diagnoses are an alcohol-attributable code.
Alcohol misuse costs England approximately £21bn per year in healthcare, crime and lost
productivity costs. A study by the Royal College of Physicians said drink-related health
problems could account for up to 12% of total NHS spending on hospitals, about £3 billion.
In summary, and based on the information provided above, I would propose that the
application for the alcohol licence should have their hours reduced to 0700 – 2300 rather
than for 24 hours.
Yours sincerely

Iona Lidington
Director of Public Health
Royal Borough of Kingston

2

Office for National Statistics (2015) Available
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice
3 North West Public Health Observatory (2012) Topography of Drinking Behaviours in England
[online] Available http://www.lape.org.uk/downloads/alcoholestimates2011.pdf
4 LAPE Data (2018) Available http://fingertips.phe.org.uk/profile/local-alcohol-profiles - accessed
March 2019
5
SafeStats (2018) (Data supplied by London Ambulance Service)

Licensing office

Licensing Officers
Royal Borough of Kingston
Guildhall 2
Kingston upon Thames
Surrey KT1 1EU

5-7 High Street,
Kingston,
Surrey.
KT1 LB
Telephone: 07342 081741
Facsimile:
E-mail: vklicensingoffice@met.police.uk
www.met.police.uk

15 March 2019

SHELL, WAITROSE, 164 RICHMOND ROAD, KINGSTON, KT2 5HD

Dear Sir / Madam,
Police write with regards to the above application, which is for a licence under section 17
in accordance the Licensing Act 2003.
Police hereby make objection to the application on the grounds that it would
undermine both the Crime Prevention and Public Nuisance licensing objectives.
Police have the following concerns –
1) The sale of alcohol / Opening hours to 24 hours a day.
2) The provision of late night refreshment from 23:00 - 05:00 hours.
The premises is located on a main arterial traffic route between Kingston town centre
and Ham, and is in close proximity to one (1) public house, residential premises, and
business premises. It is also located in close proximity to a large open space namely
Canbury Park which has a number of anti-social behaviour issues. It is also within
walking distance of the town centre which is part of a community impact zone.
Firstly although the premises is not within an area where a special policy has been
adopted the most recent revised Section 182 Guidance at 14.42 states “The absence of a special policy does not prevent any responsible authority or other
person making representations on an application for the grant or variation of a licence on
the grounds that the premises will give rise to a negative cumulative impact on one or

more of the licensing objectives”.
In light of the above, Police believe that should this application be granted, it would set a
precedence for others within the immediate area to follow suit which will then give rise to
a negative cumulative impact on one or more of the licensing objectives.
In close proximity is a nearby licenced venue, and on inspection of their premises
licence it can be seen that the latest timings permitted for the sale of alcohol is midnight
on a Thursday, Friday and Saturday evening, with a condition on annex 2. Section 17,
that the garden will be closed from 23.30 hours and free from customers, and Section
18, No deliveries shall be made to the premises nor waste, kegs or bottles moved
outside the premises between 23.00 hours and 07.00 hours. This is to reduce noise in
the local area.
The restriction of these external areas is highly effective in reducing not only levels of
noise after a certain time, but also promotes the licensing objectives of the prevention of
crime and disorder and public nuisance.
In relation to Canbury Park there have been numerous calls to the location concerning
Anti-Social behaviour (ASB) through drink and drugs. If the license is granted, police
would have a further concern that with the ability to purchase alcohol over a 24 hour
period, there may be a further increase in ASB which may in turn heighten the volume of
crime to the area.
It is the view of the Police that should this application be granted and alcohol be
available to purchase 24 hours a day (for consumption off the premises) that this will
give persons who have already consumed alcohol within the nearby pubs and venues
from the town centre the opportunity to purchase further alcohol late at night.
This would mean that persons are more than likely to loiter in the local residential area
consuming alcohol which in turn will affect their dispersal from the area. The
consequence of these persons congregating, consuming alcohol and the resultant noise
is likely to give rise to incidents of crime and disorder and public nuisance to the
detriment of the local residents who live in close proximity.
This will also neutralise the measures that other licenced premises have as conditions
on their premises licences in order to reduce noise in their external areas and to uphold
the licensing objectives.
To exacerbate the above, the premises also seeks to provide late night refreshment from
23:00 – 05:00 hours daily (hot drinks and heated snack foods (e.g. Sausage rolls,
Paninis and pasties).
The selling of food late at night is also known to hinder the dispersal of persons, as
people will often loiter in the area consuming food prior to going home. Such delays in
leaving an area, by persons who have been consuming alcoholic drinks is also likely to
increase Crime and Disorder and Public Nuisance in that area.
There are no other premises within the immediate area that are licenced to sell alcohol
overnight and in addition to the concerns raised regarding the public houses and open
space, if granted this licence would allow persons who have already consumed alcohol

within Kingston Town Centre and surrounding areas to attend the premises late at night
to purchase further alcohol and food. Again by persons who have already consumed
alcohol being drawn to this premises it would be the expectation of Police that incidents
of crime and disorder and public nuisance would increase.
Within the application’s operating schedule no further measures have been offered or
suggested other than an incident / refusals log which Police do not believe is sufficient to
promote the licensing objectives.
Police are also aware that this application has received significant objection from local
residents and objections from other responsible authorities.
In conclusion, Police believe that if this licence is granted that incidents of crime and
disorder, anti-social behaviour and public nuisance will increase both at the premises
and nearby and I would respectfully ask that this application be refused.

Yours sincerely,

Lee Hopkins
Pc Lee Hopkins 3108SW
Licensing Officer
Kingston Police Station
m: 07342 081741
a: 5 – 7 High Street, Kingston, KT1 1LB
w: Lee.Hopkins@met.police.uk
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Shell Waitrose Kingstonian, 164 Richmond Road, Kingston Upon Thames
(035390)
1 message
Richard Odell <richard.odell@kingston.gov.uk>
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>
Cc: Police - Kingston <vklicensingoffice@met.police.uk>

19 March 2019 at 11:37

I refer to the above application for a premises licence.
The premises is located on the A307 Richmond Road, Kingston upon Thames approximately 1/2 mile north of
Kingston Town Centre. There are a few commercial premises to the south, including three with an alcohol licenses.
Richmond Road is a major arterial road for traffic heading out of and into Kingston and during peak times the area is
very busy with steady traffic flow. During the late evening and into the night this traffic flow will decrease, with low
flows at night. Despite the presence of this road the area in the immediate vicinity has a residential feel to it,
comprising mainly of detached and semi detached houses and a residential block of flats immediately opposite. At
the rear of the premises lies Archer Close, comprising of terrace houses. While there is a 2m brick wall (approx.
height) along the boundary with Archer Close this affords little protection at first floor (bedroom) level, with the nearest
of which is approximately 10m from the forecourt canopy.
Examining the hours of licensable activities in the local area the nearest is the Deea Restaurant 50m to the south with
on sales of alcohol to midnight only. The Queens Head public house lies 100m to the south licensed with on and off
sales to 11pm Monday to Wednesday; midnight Thursday to Saturday and 10:30pm Sunday. At 180m to the south
lies Jeyam Food and Wine licensed for off sales Monday to Saturday to 11pm and Sunday 10:30pm. It is interesting
to note that following representations from the Police, Environmental Health and residents in 2012 the Licensing Sub
Committee refused a variation application at this premises for off sales of alcohol to midnight Monday to Sunday on
the grounds of public nuisance, crime and disorder and public safety.
The immediate and general area therefore has its few licensed premises closed by 11pm or midnight, which perhaps
reflects its predominantly residential character.
The existing premises benefited from a license permitting the sale of alcohol 7am to 11pm. In addition to the
alteration in plans following the proposed rebuild, this application requests the off sale of alcohol to 24 hours and the
provision of late night refreshment from 11pm to 5am.
The proposed 24 hour opening selling alcohol will provide an opportunity for those people departing the town centre
after leaving the various pubs and late closing night clubs to purchase and consume more alcohol. It is understood
that there are no other premises within the Kingston Town Centre and its surroundings that are licensed for off sales
of alcohol over night and if this application is granted the facility to purchase alcohol at this time will become known in
the wider area attracting more people. I also have concerns about alcohol being purchased late at night and
consumed in Canbury Gardens, which in the past has been an area with ASB.
This will also apply to the provision of late night refreshments throughout the night as it will attract people to the area,
who may consume the refreshments in the local vicinity. It may also be used by taxi drivers, who may take the
opportunity to park in the forecourt or local roads.
The presence of people arriving at this premises, both on foot and in vehicles has the potential to create noise. While
it is likely that the majority of customers will conduct themselves in a responsible manner, given the close proximity to
residential properties it is likely that those who do not and potentially under the influence of alcohol will create
disturbance through raised voices, loud music played in vehicles, slamming vehicle doors and general anti-social
behaviour.
The applicant has provided no detail about how these activities will be managed and it is my experience that due to
concerns about health and safety staff are not usually advised to engage with customers behaving in this manner. In
that event, unlike those customers leaving a public house where door supervisors may be present or where the DPS
may have a rapport with their customers, those individuals can only be left to continue and at a later date perhaps
CCTV images passed to the Police. It is possible that the Police may be called at the time but it cannot be presumed
that a response will be made prior to their natural departure. It should also not be the responsibility of the Police to
manage their customers.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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On this basis, I have concerns that the application to provide alcohol 24 hours and late night refreshment will impact
on the Council's licensing objective for the prevention of public nuisance and I recommend that this is refused. I am
not convinced that there are any additional conditions that may be imposed which will allay my concerns.
I would have no objections for this application to be granted on the same basis as the previous premises licence, that
being the off sales of alcohol 7am to 11pm.
Best regards,
Richard Odell
Environmental Protection Officer
Regulatory Services
Kingston & Sutton Shared Environment Service
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames
2nd Floor | Guildhall II | Kingston upon Thames | KT1 1EU
Tel: 020 8547 5551
richard.odell@kingston.gov.uk
www.kingston.gov.uk

"The information contained in this message is confidential. It is solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed and others authorised
to receive it. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, copying, dissemination or disclosure of this
information is strictly prohibited".

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK, LBS and AfC (unifiedgov.co.uk) Mail - Shell Kingstonian Service Station, 164 richmond Road, KT2 5HD - licensing
application.
ANNEX
5

RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Shell Kingstonian Service Station, 164 richmond Road, KT2 5HD - licensing
application.
1 message
Rose
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

19 March 2019 at 14:33

Dear Sirs,

Regarding the above , I would like to voice my concerns. The garage is situated, through no fault of its
own, within a residential area. It is a petrol station, which up until now, has closed at 23.00. There is no
real reason, why people should require to drink or purchase alcohol after the pubs have close within this
area, and this will go on further to eventually fuel anti-social behaviour.

We have out of town 24 hour supermarkets that would be able to cater for any out of hours purchasing
of alcohol, therefore why put temptation in arms reach, when the is definitive end to the day when the
pubs close in close proximity to the petrol station. It will just go on to fuel alcoholism in those with
addictive personalities. I see no real reason why this should be allowed to be approved, it is antisocial
and sends out the wrong message.

I think that it is a petrol station, with this in mind, no alcohol should be sold on these premises.

My address is

Please do send me an update on this matter.

Kind regards,

Rosaria

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Application for 24 hour alcohol license
1 message
Carys
<
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

18 March 2019 at 17:52

To whom it may concern:
I am concerned that the Shell garage on Richmond Road have applied for a 24 hour alcohol license. If this is
approved I fear it will have a hugely detrimental effect on our neighbourhood. It will undoubtedly be a place where
those wanting to buy alcohol out of hours will congregate and may well lead to an increase in crime in the area.
I trust serious consideration be given to those of us who are residents and are likely to be impacted should this be
approved.
Carys

Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Alcohol licensing application at Shell Kingstonian, Richmond Road
1 message
david
<
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

20 March 2019 at 11:00

Hello - as a resident of Albany Park rd i should like register my desire
To have this application for sale of alcohol throughout a 24hours period rejected.
In the locality there already exist many outlets for selling alcohol into
Late evenings.
Clearly the UK (and Kingston) already has an enormous and growing problem with
Crimes committed and unsociable
Behaviour due to alcohol related issues and the tremendous burden
Placed upon the already over-stretched emergency services.
We have an increasing problem in nearby Canbury Gardens with generally younger drinkers and have
Had some major crime incidents in the recent past. We also have the frustration of ever increasing dangerous litter
(broken glass and bottle tops) all over park resulting
In the pleasure of all families with young children and pets all being
Severely impacted.
Why on earth would anyone deem it
Sensible to allow alcohol to be sold
Over 24 hours?
Best regards

Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Shell licensing application, Waitrose Kingstonian 164 Richmond Road KT2 5HD
1 message
Diane
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
Cc: Diane
<

>

24 February 2019 at 14:36
>

Dear Licensing Team
I would like to object to the licensing application by Shell UK Oil Products for Waitrose Kingstonian, 164 Richmond
Road, KT2 5HD.
I object to the council granting a 24 hour alcohol license for the following reasons:
Prevention of Crime and Disorder:
How will the licensee ensure that the extended sale of alcohol will not contribute to an increase in illegal driving
whilst over the legal limit?
How will the licensee ensure that the extended hours of alcohol sale not contribute to increased crime and
disorder? So much depends on CCTV which only tries to tackle the problem after it has happened.
Public Safety:
The proportion of police time spent dealing with alcohol-related incidents is 53%. Couldn’t their time be better
spent? (Institute of Alcohol Studies – Oct 2015 report on alcohol’s impact on emergency services).
How will the licensee ensure that the extended sale of alcohol will not contribute to an increase in alcohol
related challenges to public safety? CCTV may not be a sufficient deterrent.
The Prevention of Public Nuisance:
The local streets are littered with spent alcohol bottles and beer cans. The bottles usually fall over and break
causing the potential for harm to both residents and pets. Shops do not have a returns policy to prevent this
problem.
Pavement Vomit is a regular delight along the Richmond Road.
The sale of alcohol through the night will result in local disturbance due to an increase in noise related
nuisance i.e. car doors slamming, anti-social behaviour, singing and/or verbal abuse.
How will the licensee ensure that the extended sale of alcohol will not contribute to an increase in public
nuisance? CCTV is not the answer.
The protection of children from harm:
How will the licensee ensure that the extended sale of alcohol will not contribute to the sale to or on behalf of
minors? How can we educate our children on the problems associated with alcohol abuse, and then promote the sale
of cheap alcohol 24/7. Shouldn’t we as a caring, responsible society be making the purchase of cheap alcohol more
difficult? What sort of mixed message are we giving our children?
I welcome a Waitrose store as part of the petrol station on 164 Richmond Road. A premises license as previous,
for the sale of alcohol from 07:00-23:00 daily is more appropriate for this residential area.
I cannot see the benefit to our local community in extending the previous licensing hours, and I am really
concerned that this will have a negative impact on the promotion of the licensing objectives.
I appreciate your taking my comments into consideration regarding this application.
Kind regards
Diane

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK, LBS and AfC (unifiedgov.co.uk) Mail - She’ll Kingstonian 164 Richmond Road KT2 5HD

RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

She’ll Kingstonian 164 Richmond Road KT2 5HD
1 message
Sanet
<
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

18 March 2019 at 18:07

I wish to voice my objection to a 24 hour liquor license being issued to the Shell Kingstonian garage on 164
Richmond Road, KT2 5HD.
I believe this will attract unwanted behavior to an otherwise quiet family neighborhood with no benefit to the local
community.
Sincerely,

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application
1 message
Anthony
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

24 February 2019 at 20:16

Dear Licencing Team,
I would like to object the 24h alcohol licence application for:
Shell Waitrose Kingstonian
Address: 164 Richmond Road, Kingston upon Thames, KT2 5HD
I believe the 24h alcohol selling will be detrimental for Kingston in terms of crime, disorder, public safety and nuisance
while giving no sizeable economic and tax benefits.
As far as I'm aware, there're currently no businesses in Kingston holding 24h alcohol licence. Thus, if permitted, the
gas station will become a single point of selling alcohol in Kingston. That inevitably will create a point of concentration
of disorder and public nuisance.
The gas station is surrounded by residential houses. That will make the gas station especially disturbing for the
residents of the surrounding area.
Also, the decision to allow selling alcohol at night (at any area, not just the gas station) will add an extra burden on
police. Kingston is full of students and young people that consume alcohol irresponsibly more often than other
groups. The gas station applied for the licence is relatively close to student accommodations near the train station
which may create extra problems for residents around.
Summing up the above, I believe the decision to approve the application would be in a direct contradiction to
objectives of The Licensing Act 2003 which are:
• The prevention of crime and disorder;
• Public safety;
• The prevention of public nuisance; and
• The protection of children from harm.
I understand that granting the licence will generate extra tax revenues for the council that is currently experiencing
significant budget issues due to government cuts. However, I believe that negative aspects will significantly outweigh
possible tax revenues.
Kind Regards,
Anton

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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16 Woodside Road
Kingston upon Thames
KT2 5AT
The Licensing Manager
Environmental Health and Trading Standards Service
Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames
Guildhall 2
High Street
Kingston upon Thames
KT1 1EU
Wednesday 20 March 2019

Dear Ms Whelton
Re: Shell Waitrose Kingstonian, 164 Richmond Road, KT2 5HD
We write to inform you of our objection to the proposed new premises licence as above. As we
understand it, the new licence would allow the petrol station to sell alcohol 24 hours per day, every
day of the week.
We live in a quiet residential street, between the petrol station and Canbury Gardens / the Thames.
We are concerned that those buying alcohol at the premises would increase not only the traffic and
already limited parking around the surrounding streets, but also add to the noise during the nighttime hours.
This would also likely cause increased pedestrian traffic down Woodside Road of those trying to get
to Canbury Gardens. Increased alcohol consumption will almost certainly also lead to more noise,
anti-social behaviour and litter in the immediate area. In addition, it could also possibly lead to
increased criminal activity and damage or destruction of property and vehicles.
We believe these points will have a negative impact on the promotion of the licensing objectives of:
The Prevention of Crime and Disorder
The Prevention of Public Nuisance

Thank you in advance for taking into consideration these above concerns.
Yours sincerely
Dominic and Lucy
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to Shell Richmond Road 24 hour alcohol licence application
1 message
Caroline
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
Cc: Nicola

>

23 February 2019 at 17:25

>

Dear Kingston Council
I am writing to object to the above application for a 24 hour alcohol licence at the rebuilt Shell/ Waitrose premises on
the Richmond Road in Kingston.
My reasons are as follows:
1. The Shell/ Waitrose premises are in the middle of a highly residential area. The sale of alcohol throughout the night
is likely to cause public nuisance as people who have purchased alchohol drink it and hang around drinking in the
neigbouring residential streets. They are likely to be noisy and, under the influence of the alcohol they are drinking
are likely to act in an unsocial way that disturbs the nighttime quiet of the area and can be threatening to other
people.
2. The availability of alcohol 24 hours a day will increase the threat to public safety of people returning home on
buses during the night. There is no reason that people should need to purchase alcohol during the night from this
location
3. The incidence of crime and disorder is likely to increase as people have easy access to alcohol during the night in
an area that is largely residential. This will also result in people in the neighbourhood being fearful for their security
and safety.
4. The availability of alcohol at night time when there may only be one member on staff on duty could lead to harm to
children by allowing - without intent - the sale of alcohol to people who are under the legal age to consume alcohol. It
may be difficult for a single member of staff to serve customers and check ID properly when theya re alone on the
premises.
Yours
Caroline

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to 24hr licence being proposed by Waitrose for Shell Garage on the
Richmond Road
1 message
Mike Seigel
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

24 February 2019 at 19:18

As a nearby resident, I wish to protest most strongly against this proposal, as I feel that that this will add
hugely to noise in the area, leading to likely drunk and disorderly behaviour and thence to possible
vandalism. The police are hard enough stretched to deal with such ma ers, as I have experienced from
my thirty-three years of living here.
In addi on, I feel that this will provide unfortunate possibili es for under age drinking, leading to further
problems with the young in the community.
Considera ons of public safety and well-being should be paramount, and must NOT become secondary
to the desire for proﬁts.
Mike

Michael

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application'
1 message
Barry
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

25 February 2019 at 14:55

To Whom it may Concern

I strongly object to the granting of a 24 hour alcohol license to the above business.

Canbury Gardens, which is a beautiful open park and accessible 24 hours is within a 1 minute walk of the above
business. It is therefore highly likely that Canbury Gardens could become a hotspot for revellers to drink through the
night if encouraged by the late night sale of alcohol within such close proximity.

The 24 hour sale of alcohol would almost certainly prove to be a public nuisance and detrimental to the lives of those
living in the area. Young people are already drawn to Canbury Gardens, especially in the summer months. We have
already experienced cars and property being damaged and this will no doubt increase with alcohol being available
through the night.

Apart from the social nuisance, there is the very real possibility of someone getting drunk and falling into the river.
There are no barriers to the river in Canbury Gardens and limited lighting.

I hope that we don’t have to wait for a death of a young person by drowning to highlight the absurdity of allowing a 24
hour license in the area.

Yours faithfully,

Barry Sawyer

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

'Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application'
1 message
Lesley
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

25 February 2019 at 10:55

Please accept this Objec on to the submi ed 24hr alcohol licence applica on: my reasons are that our Police are over-stretched
as it is and we do not need another loca on for anyone, young or old, to buy more alcohol and – o en – cause noise and unruly
behaviour because of it. There are residen al proper es all around this Shell site, and by gran ng the Licence it would be an
invita on for more foo all & noise out of hours. The Council should be assis ng the Police to lessen pe y crime and public
disturbance, not adding to it. Public Safety is a factor too – as there is o en a nega ve impact when people have such easy
access night & day to alcohol. None of us are in need of 24hr licencing in this borough.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection
1 message
jonathan
<
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

25 February 2019 at 17:00

I wish to register my objection to the 24 hour licensing application for the Shell garage in Richmond Road. We already
have vandalism issues connected with unauthorised drinking in Canbury Gardens and this will only increase the risk
of more issues.
The police are busy enough and surely we don't need to add to their workload.
My address is
Best wishes
Jonathan

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Comments on licensing application for Shell/Waitrose 164 Richmond Road
1 message
Dirk
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

19 March 2019 at 20:32

Hello Rebecca Whelton,
You sent me a letter signed by David Kingstone informing me of a licensing application by Shell/Waitrose for a 24hour
off license at 164 Richmond Road, which is just two doors down from my house. Unfortunately, I cannot find that
application online on the Kingston website, which is strange, but I will comment anyway.
You can probably guess what I think about this application. It is a slap in the face of the residents near the Shell
garage. I can remember a few months ago that an appeal had been successful against the expansion of the retail site
of the service station so I am very surprised to see this application now and I am totally opposed to this. I am normally
a faithful customer of Waitrose but if this permission goes ahead I vow to stop spending any money with Waitrose for
as long as I live.
Being a resident almost next to a petrol station on a busy road like Richmond Road is a nuisance in the base case.
There is visible litter (think crisp packages and diesel gloves by the dozens in our driveway), invisible air pollution
from the petrol emissions and exhaust emissions and the incredible noise from the idiots driving off the forecourt and
flooring their cars they have just filled up with v-power fuel.
Now add to this a 24hour boozer. What a stupid plan this is. This will add to the noise levels and both vehicular and
foot traffic right in front of our doorstep. We have been victims of vandalism to our property (e.g. the car parked in our
driveway) twice over the last 5 years, so this will inevitably get worse. For me, the most impactful consequence would
be that the traffic noise would not die down at all, especially not at weekends, as it does now for the most part after
10pm. There will be constant levels of noise, which is not a constant hum but intermittent and irregular by cars and
people, keeping me and my family awake at night.
Please, I'm sure North Kingston can survive without this silly plan and we should keep the entertainment and 24h
alcohol licenses to the center of town, not a residential area around the already annoying Shell garage. Do the right
thing and throw this out.
Best Regards,
Dirk

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

LICENSING ACT 2003 - APPLICATION FOR A NEW PREMISES LICENCE
ADDRESS: Shell Waitrose Kingstonian, 164 Richmond Road KT2 SHD Ref EHLIC/041558
1 message
6 March 2019 at 16:47
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

Mr J G

Dear Mr Kingstone
I wish to make Representa ons with regard to the above licensing applica on as I live opposite and have some strong concerns
that the License will nega vely impact the Licensing Objec ves as follows

Preven on of Crime and Disorder
Should the license be granted to open this facility 24 hours a day for the purchase of alcohol and un l 5.00 am for the
consump on of food on the premises it will inevitably draw people from Kingston town centre who will be leaving the various
entertainment and leisure facili es that are open un l the early hours of the morning. The premises is located in a residen al
area but one which is conveniently situated for those travelling away from Kingston Centre towards Ham and Richmond.
Inevitably it will a ract customers who have been enjoying Kingston’s many leisure facili es which are open late at night and
early morning. Currently these people are catered for by shops and food facili es that are located in the centre of Kingston. A
strong police and security presence has had to be on hand to deal with the consequen al crime and disorder. The obvious
police presence in the centre of Kingston late at night and early morning underlines how important a role they have in dealing
with the ﬂow of people to and from the leisure facili es that are available. Should this licence be granted it will bring with it
similar levels of crime and disorder to that of the centre of town but in a high density residen al area which has hither too been
peaceful and crime free.
Public Safety
Richmond Road is a busy thoroughfare linking Richmond and Kingston. Even without this addi onal licence vehicles accessing
the premises currently cause signiﬁcant disrup on and poten al safety issues to the main road users. There is no evidence to
show that the licensing applica on has considered the impact of the addi onal traﬃc onto and oﬀ the road. It will certainly and
unnecessarily increase the danger of this exis ng danger point. In addi on the increased vehicular traﬃc crossing the pavement
to access and egress the site will signiﬁcantly increase the safety risks to pedestrians using the pavement and accessing the
premises by foot. Furthermore many of these people will be likely returning home from enjoying the late night leisure facili es
in Kingston and will be both red and under the inﬂuence of alcohol and at signiﬁcant risk from the road users crossing the
pavement. In the early morning prior to the current opening hours the pavement is busy with pedestrians on their way to work
and children and young people on their way to school so the extra opening hours will be an added safety risk.
The Preven on of Public Nuisance
164 Richmond Road is located in a residen al area. The owners of the premises have on a number of occasions applied for
planning permission to increase the hours of opening. On each occasion the Council have decided against the planning request
on the grounds of public nuisance so that the local inhabitants do not suﬀer addi onal noise and light pollu on. The Council has
always insisted that ligh ng for signage should cease at 23.00 hours. The Council has recognised the nega ve impact on the local
community of allowing this site to operate later than 23.00 hours and refused each applica on that has been made going back
many years. The current licensing applica on has made no assessment of the impact on the local community and appears to
have completely ignored their responsibili es. Should the premises be allowed to open 24 hours per day for alcohol sale and
un l 5 am for the on-site consump on of hot food and drinks there will inevitably be a major increase in noise disturbance and
light pollu on . Such a license should not be granted to a site in the middle of an high density residen al area. There are many
more appropriate areas of a commercial nature including Ham Parade and Kingston town centre which can and already do oﬀer
a similar service.
https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Preven on of Harm to Children
Canbury Park which is no more than 150 metres from 164 Richmond Road is a well-known mee ng place for children and young
people. Large groups of mainly young and late teens gather in the park even in inclement weather late at night and into the
early hours of the morning. The Council and Police have in recent years erected cameras to be able to monitor these ac vi es.
Currently the premises at 164 Richmond Road a racts these young people to purchase their food and drink prior to mee ng in
the park up to the closing me of 23.00. Should this license be granted it will encourage the young people to stay out even later
with the obvious consequen al harm and danger. Sadly in reality despite the best endeavours of well trained staﬀ these young
people already somehow manage to purchase alcohol to enjoy at these gatherings as shown by the piles of empty bo les and
cans li ering the park in the mornings. Should the license be granted it will only exacerbate this problem and lead to these
gathering staying out even later and be a poten al hotspot for drug abuse and unruly behaviour in addi on.
Conclusion
164 Richmond Road is not a suitable site to be opened 24 hours per day for the sale of alcohol or for the purchase and
consump on of food on the premises un l 5 am. It is located in a peaceful and quiet, albeit main road area which has always
previously been recognised as such so that the opening hours have been limited un l 23.00 hours. If the premises is allowed to
be opened 24 hours 7 days per week and un l 5.00 am for the consump on of food it will have the poten al to increase the
level of crime and disorder, add to the safety risks, signiﬁcantly add to public nuisance and lead to harm to children. As a
consequence the applica on must be disallowed.

Yours sincerely

Jonathan

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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RBK, LBS and AfC (unifiedgov.co.uk) Mail - Shell Waitrose Kingstonian

RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Shell Waitrose Kingstonian
1 message
IAN
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

3 March 2019 at 09:52

Ian

Dear Sir/Madam
I would like to register my objection to the proposed extended opening hours for these premises.
My bedroom overlooks the site 50 metres away and I anticipate significant noise disruption between
23.00pm and 5.00am if the application is approved.
I hope the committee will also consider whether such long hours are appropriate for a residential area.
Yours faithfully
Ian

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexQu2RTPShvjh4IPpTIjMq0hHWhtIO45LFPTo2dUL9VTRYUJ/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&perm…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Application for a new premises licence , 164 Richmond road, KT2 5DH
1 message
Shashi
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

21 March 2019 at 00:25

Dear Sir,
I am living very close to Shell premises and providing the sale by retail of alcohol for 24 hrs. will cause the following
problems in our community:
1) Drink and drive - leads to many accidents.
2) Noise pollution in the residential areas
3) Infants, Children and old people are more vulnerable and are extremely affected by alcoholics activity.
4) child abuse
5) Possibilities of criminal acts
For all the above reasons, we strongly recommend you not to provide 24 hours alcohol licence for this premises.
Doing so will keep our community safe and protected.
Yours faithfully

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

RE: Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application
1 message
Chris
>
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

26 February 2019 at 10:35

Hi Beckie

I live near to the Shell Waitrose and I simply feel a 24-hour license is completely unnecessary, and by virtue of it
being the only place in the Borough that would have a 24 hour license, it will lead to drunk people coming to the area
to purchase alcohol leading to disorder, nuisance, noise and petty crime in the local area. I also believe it is likely to
promote and normalise the drinking of alcohol around the clock to young people, and will lead in some cases to
underage drinking.

I hope that provides the detail you need?

Regards
Chris

From: rebecca.whelton@kingston.gov.uk <rebecca.whelton@kingston.gov.uk> On Behalf Of RBK Licensing
Sent: 25 February 2019 09:55
To: Chris
>
Subject: Re: Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application

Dear Mr

,

Unfortunately I am unable to accept your representation in its current form. In order to validate your objection I will
need you to expand your representation to detail exactly how the proposed application would impact upon the
licensing objectives. More information on representations can be found on the reverse of your consultation letter.

Kind regards
Beckie

Licensing Team
Kingston & Sutton Shared Environment Service
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames | Guildhall II | High Street | Kingston upon Thames | KT1 1EU
Tel: 020 8547 5080
Email: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
www.kingston.gov.uk | www.sutton.gov.uk

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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On Sun, 24 Feb 2019 at 22:19, Chris Pollard

> wrote:

Hello

I feel this license, if granted, would contravene the following licensing objectives:
the prevention of crime and disorder,
prevention of public nuisance, and
the protection of children from harm (e.g. under age drinking)
I therefore object to the license.

Regards
Chris

Disclaimers apply, for full details see : (https://www.kingston.gov.uk/info/200281/policies_and_statements/1212/email_
disclaimer)

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

New premises license
1 message
David
<
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>
Cc: David Pell <
>

20 March 2019 at 12:47

We strongly object to the applica on for a premises licence for Shell Waitrose, Kingston, 164
Richmond Road.
To grant a licence to sell alcohol 24 hours a day for consump on oﬀ the premises seven days a week,
could increase drunkeness, crime disorder,
an social behaviour, public disorder and discarded li er within all the local roads. There is enough
an social behaviour in our local roads from people coming away from Kingston town centre at night
without giving them more opportunity for disrup ve behaviour. There are two bus stops on each side of
the premises and one opposite, and to have the possibility of drink being taken onto the buses and
consumed could cause a problem for the drivers and passengers.
We are against the proposal.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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Mr & Mrs

20th March 2019

For the attention of Rebecca Whelton
Your Ref: EL-LIC/041558
Re: Licensing Act 2003 - Application for a new premises licence address: Shell Waitrose
Kingstonian, 164 Richmond Road KT2 5HD
We would like to make a representation against the following applications:


The sale by retail of alcohol (for consumption of the premises) 00:00 - 24:00 Monday to
Sunday



Provision of late night refreshment (indoors) from 23:00 to 05:00 the following morning,
Monday to Sunday

We strongly oppose this as there is only a perimeter wall separating us from the Shell Garage. We
have lived here for 29 years and have experienced public nuisance and crime and disorder on a
regular basis from this site. All were reported to Shell on numerous occasions who did nothing to
assist us. We took our issues further to Kingston Environmental Health who put suggestions in place
with Shell but nothing was adhered to. We are constantly woken up during the early hours of the
morning from deliveries, also intoxicated clubbers walking home from Kingston and congregating in
the Garage, there have also been fights.....and this is when the garage is supposed to be closed at
11pm! To extend these hours will be absolutely outrageous and just asking for more problems. Our
children have been woken over the years terrified from the commotion and now we have our
Grandchildren living with us, we feel they should not have to endure the same just for Shell to make
a profit. The Shell Garage has caused us a lot of stress over the years and still continues to do so. This
is a residential area, too close for comfort, our bedroom windows literally look over the garage wall.
The Prevention of Crime and Disorder
To sell alcohol to already intoxicated clubbers on their way home from Kingston will cause escalated
crime and disorder to an already flagged site.
Public Safety
As mentioned before Public Safety should be paramount when deciding to sell alcohol 24 hours a
day in a residential area. One that already gets clubbers walking by during the early hours of the
morning. This will also entice people to go there just because they are selling alcohol, which in turn
can add to crime and discorder. We already have bottles smashed and thrown over our garden wall
(the garage perimeter wall) which we have to clean up before our grandchildren can go out.

The Prevention of Public Nuisance

The Shell Garage already causes nuisance to ours and surrounding neighbours houses, even after
closing. This will be unbearable to live right next to if it becomes a 24 hour site, especially selling
alcohol. There really is no need or demand for this in this area. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES
SHOULD THIS BE A 24 HOUR GARAGE. Try sleeping in our bedrooms and be woken already by car
doors banging, shouting and hooters beeping at 7 oclock on a Sunday morning and then make the
nuisance and noise levels 24/7 totally outrageous! Even selling refreshments at this site 24 hours a
day will encourage a continuous conveyor belt of cars, vans and lorries, stopping off, thus adding to
pollution, noise and nuisance.
The Protection of Children from Harm
Our Grandchildren live with us and have already been woken up from clubbers having fights in the
forecourt of the garage. Imagine what impact it will have if they can then purchase more alcohol on
their way home when everywhere else in the area is shut and does not sell alcohol. This idea is
ludicrous.

Yours sincerely
Mr & Mrs
A hard copy of this letter has been sent by recorded delivery
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Shell garage Richmond Rd.application.
1 message
Liz
>
To: Licensing Rbk <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>
Cc: Kingston Cara
>

20 March 2019 at 14:10

Re: Shell Garage.
Application for 24 alcohol license.
Dear Sirs,
I strongly object to the Shell Garage selling alcohol .
There is already an off licence in the Richmond Rd Post Office.
and of course Sainsburys.
Cadbury Gardens has had anti-social behaviour issues in the past,mostly in
the Summer months and most incidents are by people purchasing alcohol and
drinking in the gardens resulting in rowdy behaviour late at night overflowing
into the three ‘river' Roads—Eastbury,Chestnut & Woodside.
Kingston is awash with alcohol.
I hope the new Liberal Council will consider the residents in the Canbury area,
and take a responsible action towards issuing further alcohol licenses
in the borough.
Regards,
Liz

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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Re: Shell Garage licence application
1 message
Nick
<
>
To: Licensing Rbk <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>
Cc: Kingston Cara <
>

20 March 2019 at 14:34

RE: SHELL GARAGE APPLICATION FOR 24 HOUR ALCOHOL LICENCE
Dear Sirs,
A large percentage of crime is caused by alcohol consumption.
A significant number of road accidents are caused by alcohol.
A large percentage of hospital A&E time is the result of alcohol consumption.
A significant national health problem and drain on the NHS is caused by alcohol.
A lot of young persons antisocial behaviour is caused by alcohol.
I suggest not only sell 24 hour alcohol at garages but we should also
sell it at hospitals,police stations,schools and at road side kiosks !!
What do you think ?
I think we should get real.
Just in case you misunderstand under no circumstances should the
license be granted to the Shell garage.
Kingston is awash with alcohol.
The availability of alcohol should be much more considered.
And no I am not tea-total !
Nick
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Shell Garage License Application
1 message
John
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

20 March 2019 at 10:48

Dear Sirs.

We strongly object to this application on the grounds that site is near schools, could encourage more late night
drinkers in Canbury Gardens and Latchmere Rec, there is no local demand for more alcohol retailing and would most
likely be patronised by drivers with the danger of increasing drinking and driving.

John and Elaine

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application
1 message
Katherine
<
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

25 February 2019 at 18:32

Hi,
I wish to Object the alcohol license application of Shell Waitrose Richmond Road.
As my main bedroom is facing onto Richmond road this will effect me greatly, my main concerns are as follows :
-more antisocial behaviour along the street
-uni students being noisier down the street (I already hear a lot of noise late in the evenings from people walking back
from the clubs)
-general increase in noise and disturbance in the early hours
-more crime in the area
-underage drinking
Katie

Kind regards
Katie

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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EH-LIC/041558
1 message
Anne
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

27 February 2019 at 14:45

Re Premises licence for Shell Waitrose Kingstonian.164 Richmond Road
I am writing to object to the above planning application. I can see no reason for alcohol to be sold 24 hours a day, nor
for the provision of late night refreshment . I think both would result in public nuisance and crime and disorder. The
neighbourhood area around the premises is largely residential and if a licence is granted this will result in increased
coming and going by car and on foot in a quiet residential area.
I foresee increased nuisance by persons buying alcohol at night and taking it to Canbury Gardens to consume, via
the river roads such as the one that I live on. Traffic will also increase at night, adding to the noise, and by day adding
to the parking problems in the area. There is little parking on the site in question.
There is also an issue of the protection of children as there are schools nearby and a large footfall of children passing
by the premises. In addition, litter from consumption of alcohol is likely to be left in Canbury Gardens where children
play.
Anne

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Licensing Act 2003- Application 164 Richmond Road , Kingston - Shell Waitrose
1 message
David
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

6 March 2019 at 09:42

Dear Licensing Department
Re: Application for Premisses Licence –Shell Waitrose - 164 Richmond road
This is an objection in reference to the new application by Shell Waitrose for 164 Richmond
Road (currently Shell garage Kingstonian) to sell alcohol between the hours of 00.00 and
24.00, Monday to Sunday (7 days a week) and provision of late night refreshment (indoors)
23.00 to 5.00 Monday to Sunday
I am a resident who lives in close proximity to the premises and have done for 10 years. The
premises have seen many applications to extend and redevelop the premises over the years
and unfortunately the applicant has throughout these applications shown very little concern to
its neighbours . I accept the fact that a garage and convenience store have been in operation
for many years now but unfortunately as a neighbour I and my family have had to grow
accustomed the noise and light pollution that comes from the garage , the constant noise from
car engines , doors slamming , security lights at all hours of the night shining into our bedroom ,
litter from the premises in our gardens , delivery vehicles arriving early morning . All of these do
not make for a good neighbour relationship and my concern is that a 24 hour alcohol licence
will just further increase the disturbance we already have to live with . The applicant continues
to show scant concern for its neighbours and simply continues to maximise its business
interests without any thought for the residents and families who live in this area .
Objections:
1

Crime and Disorder.

24 hour alcohol licence will draw unwelcome attention and increased footfall at unsociable
hours to a residential area.
Noise, public nuisance, anti-social behaviour, low-level nuisance (non reportable crime inc.
shouting, swearing, urination in public, littering) will be increased.
The site is near to Canbury Park. Historically there have been incidents of regular gatherings
of youths drinking alcohol and causing disturbances. If this location has a 24hour alcohol
licence it is increasing the risk of further problems. A lot of work has been done to minimise the
issues in Canbury Park , having a location which sells alcohol 24 hours a day will simply
increase these problems returning to the area .
2.

Public Nuisance.

24 hour opening times in a residential area will unnecessarily draw people from a wider area at
unsociable hours.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Noise, light pollution, traffic and traffic noise will all have a negative impact on residents .
Additional traffic through out the night will add to the disturbance of the nearby residential
neighbours. The possible increase in drunken behaviour of people buying alcohol late at night
is not welcome . There have been instances in the past of drunken fighting at the bus stop
opposite . A 24 hour licence will only increase the risk of this happening again.
3.

The Protection of Children From Harm.

A 24 hour licence further increases the risk of selling alcohol to minors especially given the
historical problems in Canbury Park.No doubt the applicant will say it has a policy in place to
stop this happening , simply not having a 24hour licence is the easiest way to prevent the
problem .
4.

Public Safety

An increase in vehicles arriving at the premises will add to the traffic issues of Richmond Road ,
it is already an issue with vehicles exiting the site across the flow of traffic . If the 24 hour
licence brings an increase in cars this will add to the dangers , especially to pedestrians who
already have to constantly walk in between cars entering and exiting the site.
I therefore urge you to take into consideration all of these points and refuse the application .

Yours Sincerely,
NAME: David

DATE: 6/3/2019

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to Shell Petrol Station licensing application, Richmond Road
1 message
Krystyna
<
>
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

22 February 2019 at 23:37

Dear Sirs,
This is to register my strongest objections to any granting of an alcohol license to the above Shell Petrol Station at
164 Richmond Road, North Kingston. This quiet residential, family area is categorically not the place for such a
facility. There is the town centre for that.
There are other strong and valid reasons for this application to be refused, namely public safety and under-age
drinking issues, and crime and disorderly conduct prevention in an area that is clearly not the place for nightlife
involving drinking. The granting of such a licence would have a huge impact on the whole community – a family
neighbourhood with many children and elderly people.
It would be very much appreciated if the Council would therefore turn down the application.
Thank you.
Yours faithfully,
Krystyna

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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Shell licensing application Richmond Rd
1 message
Gloria
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

18 March 2019 at 21:22

I would like to object to this 24 hour license being granted on the grounds that it will encourage noise late into the
night. The garage is in the middle of a residential area and it is highly inappropriate. We know that most of the
customers using it during the night are likely to be people who are partying and probably already drunk and not
therefore likely to behave in a responsible fashion.
Thank you,

Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application
1 message
ROB
>
Reply-To:
<
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

17 March 2019 at 22:20
>

From: Robert Marshall, 194 Richmond Road, Kingston upon Thames, KT2 5HE
Dear Sir/Madam,
I strongly object to the application for a 24 hour alcohol licence for the proposed Waitrose convenience store on the
site of the Shell Garage at 164, Richmond Road (KT2 5HD). It is likely to attract custom from a much wider area and
potentially more rowdy than could be expected for a normal grocery store, since there are so few 24 outlets for
alcohol. In a residentail area this is not appropriate.
Yours sincerely Robert

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Application for 24 hour licence at Shell Kingstonian Service Station, 164
Richmond Road, Kingston, KT2 5HD (Waitrose).
1 message
phil
<
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

15 March 2019 at 18:21

We wish to object to the licensing application for 24 hour opening and supply of alcohol at these
premises, either on, or off, site.
Our objection is based upon it being a completely unnecessary and unwelcome extension of
the 24 hour drinking culture. It will attract undesirable people to the locality with all the attendant
problems that will bring to both the immediate neighbours and the wider north Kingston area.
The premises are a petrol station and the connection between drink driving and motoring
should not be ignored, or encouraged.
Please reject this application.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Shell 164 Richmond RD
1 message
jayne
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

25 February 2019 at 10:07

To whom it may concern,
I wish to object to the changes to Shell, 164 Richmond Rd, KT2 5HD premises licence for the following reasons:
- Currently the garage is open to reflect its location surrounding a residential area with families, young children & the
elderly live on houses backing onto the location.
- Traffic is already bad in the area but is reduced greatly once the garage closes
- A 24hr garage is already located on Richmond RD on Ham Parade, just over 1mile away & in Norbition.
- proximity to various educational establishments and sadly the issues 24hrs sales can bring
- The route is a know way home for students etc from the nightlife in Kingston, already this can cause issues such as
anti-social behaviour which will massively increase with this outlet, will they provide security & police presence to
prevent this
- As a personal license holder I know first hand the issues late night licensing can have, this isn’t appropriate in a
residential area already served by 2 retail outlets to 22:0O in a mile radius & responsible licences premises such as
public houses.
- As a shift worker I live in a location that already has parking issues with non resident retail workers from Kingston,
and also late night parking from Kingston nightlife & this will increase the issue greatly. We have also had issues with
drug use in the area, again a 24hr location will not help.
- I have also seen firsthand the effect Alcohol has on the staff at Kingston Hospital, do we need to have another outlet
instead of increased awareness & support, also on the transport staff driving on the Richmond Rd as it is a night bus
route which I use for work I will no longer feel safe with the issues such an establishment can bring.

Kind regards

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application
1 message
Rebecca
<
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

20 March 2019 at 20:17

From: Rebecca Lipman at 35 Windsor Road, Kingston upon Thames, KT2 5EY
Dear Sir / Madam,
I am writing to you to object to the Shell Waitrose Richman Road alcohol license application for a 24 hour license to
sell alcohol round the clock when it reopens.
As a local resident and parent to young children, who lives very close to the site, I strongly believe the license for
alcohol sales between the hours of 07:00 - 23:00 hours every day is more than adequate for the needs of the area.
My primary objections and concerns fall into the following categories:
1) the prevention of crime and disorder
2) public safety
3) protection of children from harm (underage drinking but also vulnerable when out and about)
With police and other local resources so stretched, granting a licence may add further strain. I fear a late licence
could encourage anti-social behaviour and petty crime in a quiet neighbourhood, increase noise levels and also lead
to an increase in late night party goers / clubbers making this location a destination after bars and clubs have closed.
The upset, noise and disruption would be totally unacceptable in a quiet, residential area.
In light of all of this I ask you to not grant the 24hr licence.
I thank you for your consideration.
Rebecca

Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Re: Objection
1 message
Ueli
>
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

25 February 2019 at 21:32

Dear Beckie, thank you for your reply.
We live between Richmond Road and Canbury Gardens.
With the Pub in Canbury Garden, there is as far as I'm concerned generally no problem regarding nighttime
disturbances.
I can see that sometimes people hang around Lower Ham Road and in the Park, who I assume ( only assume, I have
no proof ), who either use or deal with illegal substances.
I do not think, that it makes sense, to sell alcohol in this area after the pubs close.
It could aggravate the situation, which I just described, into something more worrying,
then what we have now.
It would attract certainly more people to the area, who could potentially make it less secure for vulnerable people
coming home late at night. That's why I used the term Public Safety in my earlier email.
I believe this should be taken into consideration when there is an application for a License.
This is why I object to a License to sell alcohol for 24 hours at 164 Richmond Road, Kingston upon Thames.
Regards,
Sent from my iPad
On 25 Feb 2019, at 09:52, RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear Sir/Madam,
Unfortunately I am unable to accept your representation in its current form. In order to
validate your objection I will need you to expand your representation to detail exactly how the proposed
application would impact upon the licensing objectives. More information on representations can be
found on the reverse of your consultation letter.
Kind regards
Beckie
Licensing Team
Kingston & Sutton Shared Environment Service
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames | Guildhall II | High Street | Kingston upon Thames | KT1 1EU
Tel: 020 8547 5080
Email: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
www.kingston.gov.uk | www.sutton.gov.uk

On Sat, 23 Feb 2019 at 10:29, Ueli Lehmann <

> wrote:

I object to the 24 hour alcohol license for 164 Richmond Road, Shell garage, because of upholding
public safety.
Regards, Ueli

Sent from my iPad

Disclaimers apply, for full details see : (https://www.kingston.gov.uk/info/200281/policies_and_
statements/1212/email_disclaimer)
https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

OBJECTION TO SHELL WAITROSE RICHMJOND ROAD ALCOHOL LICENCE
APPLICATION
1 message
Diana
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

19 March 2019 at 23:28

Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing to register a strong objection to this licensing application which seems to
contravene all four of the licensing objectives:
the availability of alcohol 24 hours a day seven days a week would result in a marked increase in
public crime and disorder which, in this residen al area, are currently at rela vely low levels.
People leaving entertainment and drinking venues in the town centre could, and would, make
their way along Richmond Road to the nearest place which could provide alcohol. If the premises
were to be staﬀed at the suggested levels it is clear that the proprietors an cipate quite a high
foo all. Even if a few customers were refused it is surely likely that alcohol would reach plenty of
those whose behaviour would be exacerbated by extra intake. Drunk and disorderly behaviour
can easily degenerate into crime such as assault, the from and damage to local proper es and
cars etc. (It is worth no ng that in this area there is very li le or no oﬀ-street parking, making
cars an easy target.) It seems to me extraordinary that any premises set up, as this was
originally, to provide for those travelling by car should be allowed (let alone encouraged) to sell
alcohol. Surely an increase in drink-driving oﬀences could be an cipated.
public safety would be compromised even if a considerably increased police presence could be
provided, which seems unlikely in the present climate. The problems could spread down to
Canbury Gardens, by the river, where considerable eﬀort has been, and s ll is, put into keeping
the area a safe place. Smashed glass bo les are s ll a hazard. There are quite a few local
residents who work in the evening or night- me economy who walk to and from the town centre,
either through the Gardens or along Richmond Road, up un l about 3.0 – 4.0 am. As someone
who has for several years walked my dog late at night around these local roads I know how
uncomfortable and some mes threatening encountering drink- and/or drug-fuelled behaviour can
be. The situa on improved considerably with a change of ownership of the Queen’s Head pub
and the closing down of the hookah-smoking establishment, both on Richmond Road, and the
work done in Canbury Gardens. I should not like to see a return to, let alone an exacerba on of,
the kind of behaviour which we used to experience.
preven on of public nuisance: with the increase in people using the Shell premises, extra
problems with noise and with the quan ty of li er generated are inevitable. Worse, however,
would be the increase in people urina ng and defeca ng in the front gardens of neighbouring
proper es not to men on vomi ng on the footpaths.
protec on of children: while I do not doubt the sincerity of Waitrose, and applaud their plans for
training staﬀ and checking the eligibility of young people to purchase alcohol, I think they
underes mate the resourcefulness of teenagers. Those set on drinking alcohol will succeed in
ge ng hold of it where it is available, even if it means persuading those older than themselves to
get it for them, and o en will tempt other young people to join them in drinking it. Waitrose
staﬀ would not be able to monitor, let alone tackle, what went on outside the premises. The
police would not be able to provide the extra presence which would be needed. In my opinion,
the gran ng of this applica on would result in some increase in under-age drinking which could
otherwise be avoided.
https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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I trust this application will be refused.
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application
1 message
Pat
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

26 February 2019 at 13:40

I write to object to the application for the extended alcohol license application by Shell Waitrose Garage, 164
Richmond Road, Kingston
Prevention of crime and disorder and Public safety
The site is close to residential streets. I feel the licensee will not be able to ensure that the extended hours do not
contribute to anti-social behaviour, public drunkenness and alcohol-related vandalism, more so after local pubs have
closed. People fuelled with alcohol can be aggressive and abusive making it a cause of concern if you are walking
home along Richmond Road late at night. There is also the danger of illegal driving while over the limit. How will the
licensee guarantee the prevention of theft and assault of the limited number of staff who will be working on the
premises during the night, especially as the police are already stretched to the limit?
Prevention of public nuisance
The premises are in a residential area. Increased noise from customers during anti-social hours from cars parking,
engines starting and vehicle doors slamming are not acceptable. The current way of life at night should be
maintained, especially as there are many families with young children and babies. A change of license, including the
sale of food, would affect local residents during these unsocial hours. There are very few public rubbish bins nearby
so any discarded rubbish will add to the mess on the roads and with limited street cleaning this will remain in situ
longer
I fail to see any benefit to the neighbourhood to extend the existing license and can only see a negative impact on
both the neighbourhood and the promotion of alcohol. The application for this license should be rejected.
Patricia
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Re: Waitrose 24 hr alcohol license application Shell garage, 164 Richmond Road
1 message
Tim
>
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

1 March 2019 at 14:26

Dear Sir/Madam,
I would like to object to this license because, if granted, would deﬁnitely contravene all of the licensing objec ves
which are:
1. Preven on of Crime and Disorder: This Waitrose will be very close to a residen al area. Our local crimes stats
point to problems par cularly around the Canbury Gardens & Sury Basin area. A new 24-hour oﬀ license can only
inﬂame this issue. Not only that, but it will contribute towards an increase in driving over the legal limit, which is
especially unwelcome.
2. Public Safety: We’re told the Police spend 53% of their me dealing with alcohol-related incidents and
therefore resent anything that contributes to this complete waste of taxpayers money. The extended sale of
alcohol will undoubtedly lead to increases in alcohol-related Police issues.
3. The preven on of public nuisance: Kingston already imports or encourages most of its troublemakers with its
ill-advised focus on the ‘night- me economy’ with streets close to the town centre suﬀering the most. The area
local to this garage is already li ered with empty alcohol bo les and cans, o en causing hazards for residents and
wildlife (not to men on damage to vehicle tyres inadvertently driving over them). Vomi ng and public urina on
also features regularly along Richmond Road, o en in residents front gardens. Selling alcohol 24 hours per day
will increase noise-related nuisance such as car doors slamming, general an -social behaviour, ﬁgh ng, shou ng
and verbal abuse.
4. The protec on of children from harm: It is well-known that children can access alcohol with rela ve ease,
either directly themselves or via an irresponsible person over the age of 18. A 24-hour outlet will worsen this
situa on and increase the number of children having their stomachs pumped in Kingston hospital, or worse.
Please ensure that this unwelcome license is NOT granted.
Yours faithfully,

From: rebecca.whelton@kingston.gov.uk <rebecca.whelton@kingston.gov.uk> on behalf of RBK Licensing
<licensing@kingston.gov.uk>
Sent: 28 February 2019 10:17 AM
To: Tim
Subject: Re: Waitrose 24 hr alcohol license applica on Shell garage, 164 Richmond Road
Dear Mr

,

Many thanks for your email. Unfortunately I am unable to accept your representation in its current form. In order to
validate your objection I will need you to expand your representation to detail exactly how the proposed application
would impact upon the licensing objectives. More information on representations can be found on
the reverse of your consultation letter.
Kind regards
Beckie
https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexQu2RTPShvjh4IPpTIjMq0hHWhtIO45LFPTo2dUL9VTRYUJ/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&perm…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application'O
1 message
Parshuram
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

25 February 2019 at 08:32

HI,
I am resident of Kingston.
Parashuram

I have an objection for the proposed TWENTY FOUR HOUR alcohol license, this time for the Shell garage, 164
Richmond Road. due to following reasons.
- Richmond Road is very quite and safe area.
- the prevention of crime and discorder
- public safry
- Prevention of crime nuisance
- There are primary and secondary schools in the area, sports activities are scheduled during the week end.
to protect children from harm.

Need

with regards,
Parashuram

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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Shell petrol Station
1 message
>

20 March 2019 at 11:44

To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
Cc:

As someone living at the top of Woodside Road and very close to the Shell Petrol Station, I
entirely support CARA’s petition objecting to the application by the premises for extended hours
and alcohol sale. I think the dangers of people driving a car and buying alcohol at the same
time, though admittedly often perfectly reasonable, is on some occasions purely for the purpose
of the driver and those in it, to tank up on their alcohol intake. By selling petrol and alcohol
together, thereby apparently legitimising it to those people of very little responsibility, why make
it easier for them to be able to do this? And as CARA states, local residents and those between
Canbury Gardens and the Richmond Road already suffer enough from noise pollution through
the evenings and nights from Canbury Gardens; do we really have to suffer from both sides
now?

Best wishes

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

application for a new premises licence - shell waitrose kingstonian 164 Richmond
Road
1 message
Chris & Ruth <t
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

2 March 2019 at 10:44

We are writing to object to the above licensing application. the shell garage referred to is situated in a residential area
of Kingston made of family homes with children of school age and a large number of nearby primary and secondary
schools.
Although there are a number of small local shops selling alcohol they are not open 24 hours. Further the two nearby
Sainsbury's stores in Kingston and Ham Parade close at 22.00 and 23.00 respectively.
To allow the 24 hour selling of alcohol would be inconsistent with the licensing arrangements of other premises and
as a consequence would encourage customers late at night. This would increase noise and the likelihood of
nuisance through individuals drinking and congregating in the surrounding area. It would provide potential route to
underage drinking or general alcohol consumption near a busy main road risking public safety and putting children at
harm.
Chris and Ruth

Sent from my iPad

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexQu2RTPShvjh4IPpTIjMq0hHWhtIO45LFPTo2dUL9VTRYUJ/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&perm…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Re: Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application
1 message
Peter
>
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

20 March 2019 at 10:38

Dear Beckie
20 Latchmere Road, Kingston upon Thames KT2 5TW.
Thanks and regards
Peter

On 20/03/2019 10:00, RBK Licensing wrote:
Dear Mr Hitcham,
Many thanks for your email. In order to accept your representation I will require your full postal address.
If you could please ensure that it reaches me by 21 March 2019.
Kind regards
Beckie
Licensing Team
Kingston & Sutton Shared Environment Service
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames | Guildhall II | High Street | Kingston upon Thames | KT1 1EU
Tel: 020 8547 5080
Email: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
www.kingston.gov.uk | www.sutton.gov.uk

On Tue, 19 Mar 2019 at 22:37, Peter Hitcham <

> wrote:

TO WHOM IT MAY ON CONCERN
RE: Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application

As a resident of Latchmere Road for over forty years - living close to the site of the proposed license I hope that you will take note of my objection to this licensing application.
This is a quiet and, hitherto, safe residential area. Between the hours of 11.00p.m. and 5.00 a.m.
there is very little traffic on Richmond Road and very few pedestrians. (Now that I'm older and living
alone I have occasion to be out late on several evenings in the week; my observations are, therefore,
based on experience.) So the idea that there is sufficient "passing trade" for 24 hour trading - to say
nothing of 24 hour licensing - does strike me as strange.
Either Waitrose hasn't done it's homework or it has plans to attract more custom in the middle of the
night. Any alcohol-dependent residents are well served by existing supermarkets and convenience
stores nearby so I can only conclude that Waitrose aims to lure drunken young revellers away from
Kingston town centre with all the attendant problems of noise, nuisance and frequent calls on the
emergency services. Do you, as the licensing authority, want to wreck the lives of hard working,
responsible families (voters) with children in Kingston schools? Spare a thought for the staff too.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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If this is not the aim then the proposed - and potentially little used - licensed store is a possible target
for "passing trade" of a decidedly criminal nature. It doesn't have to be ram-rading robbers in
armoured vehicles. Anyone waiting for a bus in central Kingston at night is likely to be hassled for
money by allegedly "homeless" individuals. Will they move on when the pubs and clubs close to
hang around an all night Little Waitrose - or the bus stop opposite - to hassle the occasional customer
or passer-by? With so few people about it would be so easy for an annoying situation to become
much more unpleasant or downright dangerous. What about trouble inside the store: is Waitrose
intending to employ security staff, as Tesco does at its convenience store opposite Kingston railway
station?
With the opening and expansion of Kingston Academy there will be even more school children
herding along Richmond Road. Are they - surely target customers for the new store - to be exposed
to more drinks advertising and promotion? Will the youngsters who hang around Latchmere
Recreation Ground late in the evening stay out even later and try to purchase alcohol under the legal
age limit?
Whichever way one looks at it this application is bad news. Please, put the interests and concerns of
your residents first and refuse this licensing application.
Yours faithfully
Peter
Disclaimers apply, for full details see : (https://www.kingston.gov.uk/info/200281/policies_and_
statements/1212/email_disclaimer)

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Object the alcohol license application
1 message
Luke
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

25 February 2019 at 21:12

Hello,
I wish to Object the alcohol license application of Shell Waitrose
Richmond Road.
As my main bedroom is facing onto Richmond road this will severely
effect my quality of life. My main concerns are as follows :
- Increased antisocial behaviour along the street
- Increased Uni/college students being loud and disorderly down the street
(I already hear a lot of noise late in the evenings from people walking
back from the clubs)
-General increase in noise and disturbance in the early hours
- major increase in crime in many aspects, in the area (Drunk and
disorderly, promoting drink driving, under age drinking, Vandalism,
Fighting, Theft)
- Huge increases in littering and anti social behaviour (fouling and
vomiting in gardens, public paths and roads).
This area of North Kingston is an affluent, quiet, close community and
does not require a 24 hour shop to purchase alcohol. If the license is
granted this will negatively affect the quality of life of all resisdents and
even effect other matters like house prices etc in the area. The negative
points considerably outweigh the positives.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Representation re Shell Waitrose Kingstonian (EH-LIC/041558) FAO Rebecca
Whelton / David Kingstone
1 message
James
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>
Cc:
"<

20 March 2019 at 21:34
>

Dear Mr Kingstone,

We write in response to your letter dated 21st February 2019 regarding the licence application of Shell Waitrose
Kingstonian, 164 Richmond Road, KT2 5HD. As residents living directly next to the south side of the Shell Richmond
Road site we are writing to express our deep concerns regarding this application (your reference EH-LIC/041558).

Having read and considered this current application it is clear that the operators of the Shell site have not given
significant thought to the nature of the surrounding area and the impact that their proposed change to licensing would
have upon it. The surrounding buildings are all residential therefore these proposals would have a negative and
overpowering impact on the quality of life of the residents.

In accordance with the representation requirements, we raise our objections under the following Licencing Objectives:

The prevention of crime and disorder:

It is our belief that if alcohol is to be made available for purchase on the site 24 hours a day there is a risk of
increased crime and public disorder as a result of increased consumption of alcohol, notably at unsociable hours.

According to Metropolitan Police statistics overall crime in the Borough has been rising steadily since at least
September 2015 (1) (MetPolice, 2018):

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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Breaking this down into public order offences, Metropolitan Police statistics show that there has been a noticeable
increase in public order offences in the second half of last year (2) (MetPolice, Compare Your Area - Public order,
2018):

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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Both of the graphs above are concerning given the nature of the application and the link between the widespread
availability of alcohol and the level of crime and public disorder.

In the RBK document Statement of Licencing Policy 2016 – 2021 (version 4), it is stated that “Further research
suggests that around 49% of offenders committing violent crime nationwide were under the influence of alcohol
(Source: Crime survey of England and Wales 2012-2013)”…….”In Kingston, there were 4.27 alcohol related violent
crimes per 1,000 of the population in 2012/13 (Source: Public Health England – Local Alcohol Profiles), compared
with 5.67 across London as a whole. A high proportion of ‘violence against the person’ offences are closely linked to
the night-time economy, with peaks in the early hours of the morning.” Shell’s application seeks to provide the sale of
alcohol for consumption off the premises i.e. away from regulated premises. At a time when Police resources are
under severe strain, we have grave doubts about the ability of Shell Waitrose staff to police disorder, in the first
instance, 24 hours a day.

The evidence from the article above implies that violent crime peaks in the early hours of the morning. A new premise
selling alcohol as well as refreshments 24 hours a day provides another potential source of violent crime and civil
disobedience. As direct neighbours we would be directly affected by this as would a number of other households in
the area.

The Prevention of Public Nuisance

The RBK document Statement of Licencing Policy 2016-2021 (version 4) states “We also know from the most

recent All-in-One Resident’s Survey (October 2014) that 18% of respondents listed ‘drinking or
drunken behaviour’ as one of the three issues of most concern to them and 25% thought ‘people
being drunk or rowdy in public places’ was a ‘very big’ or ‘fairly big’ problem in their local area. This
relates to behaviour outside or away from licensed premises, and may not be directly regulated by
https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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the parts of licensing law that relate to licensed premises and their conduct. However, here is an
obvious link between the consumption of alcohol at licensed premises and subsequent behaviour
off the premises.” The policy document continues “The decisions taken by the Council’s Licensing
Sub-Committee, framed and guided by this Statement of Licensing Policy aim to promote a key set
of licensing objectives and prevent problems with the evening and night time economy that may
otherwise have a direct impact on people’s lives and well-being. These same problems also put a
strain on essential public services, including the police, ambulance services and Accident and
Emergency (A&E) departments.” We believe that an approval of this application would be inimical to
the policy objectives set out here.

The policy aims to achieve a “balance between those going out at night and others who want a
good night’s sleep or to walk through a clean town centre first thing in the morning.” As direct
neighbours to the Shell Waitrose site we feel that the granting of this application has the potential to
create a regular public nuisance in the form of, but not limited to; noise, cleanliness, personal safety
resulting from civil disorder, litter and damage to private property through civil disorder.

It should be noted that all of the surrounding buildings are residential therefore these proposals would have a
negative impact on the quality of life of the residents. We would also like to point out the likely increase in noise at
unsocial hours at the premises, creating a detrimental effect on sleep, particularly in the warmer months when
residents are likely to sleep with windows open for ventilation.

In our letter we feel we have clearly highlighted the effects of the premises being open 24 hours a day, including the
sale of alcohol throughout the night, on crime and disorder and public nuisance. We are aware that these sentiments
are in accord with those of every local resident with whom we have spoken.

We thank you for your time in reading this response to the proposal and we trust that our concerns will be given
serious consideration.

Yours sincerely,

James and Amanda

Citations:
1. https://www.police.uk/metropolitan/E05000415/performance/compare-your-area/?section=timeline#timeline
2. https://www.police.uk/metropolitan/E05000415/performance/compare-your-area/public-order/?section=
timeline#timeline
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Licensing act 2003- shell Waitrose Kingstonian 164 Richmond road KT2 5HD
1 message
Eleonore
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

13 March 2019 at 15:32

From:
Mrs Eleonore

Dear Sir,
I am writing today regarding the application for a new premises licences at the Shell garage, 164 Richmond road, KT2
5HD.
To start with one can question the need to have a 24hr alcohol selling premise in a residential area. The clear
objective is profit to the detriment of local residents.
Many studies have shown a clear link between alcohol consumption and an increase in violence and aggression.
Alcohol related crimes are lower in areas with more intense alcohol licensing policies. Excessive alcohol use
contributes to public nuisance, antisocial behaviour. If the project go ahead we will also see an Increase in street litter
with empty bottles left in the local street many ended up broken. Let’s not forget the large number of primary and
secondary students using the street around the Shell garage. Do we want them to walk amongst littered streets?
This licence request if going ahead will attract the drinking crowds leaving clubs looking for opened premises. Do we
want streets full of urine patches?
A 24 hr licence has no place in our family orientated neighbourhood for the safety and well being of its residents.
Kind regards

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application'
1 message
rob
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

15 March 2019 at 12:58

We would like to voice our objection to a 24hr alcohol selling venue in the middle of residential part of North Kingston.
It will encourage even more late night mischief and trouble.
Please refuse this permission.
Rob and Madelene

Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Shell Waitrose Kingstonian application - objection
1 message
Jane
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

1 March 2019 at 11:29

Dear Licensing Team
I am writing to object to the proposed licence for the redeveloped Shell Waitrose Kingstonian at 164 Richmond Road,
KT2.
The garage does not currently sell alcohol 24hours around the clock and there is no need for it to do so after
redevelopment. My reasons are as follows:
The area it is located in is residential. Offering 24-hour alcohol will lure people from out of the area through the night
and will cause a public nuisance.
In addition, you will be aware of research showing the impact of 24-hour alcohol on crime and disorder. Allowing this
kind of licence in the borough will up the risk of crime and disorder in what is currently a reasonably peaceful area of
Kingston
As a local family, I do not want my children exposed to the potential for harm, not for them to think drinking around the
clock is normal. Allowing the licence will greatly increase the potential for underage drinking and associated
problems.
For your records, my address is
Many thanks for your time.
Jane

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexQu2RTPShvjh4IPpTIjMq0hHWhtIO45LFPTo2dUL9VTRYUJ/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&perm…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Application for Premises Licence - Shell Garage, 164 Richmond Road, Kingstonupon-Thames
1 message
Chris Haggett <
>
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>
Cc: "Hesse, Petra (P66)" <
>

21 March 2019 at 16:03

Dear Licensing Team
We live at 1 Eastbury Road, Kingston-upon-Thames which is close to the Shell Garage on Richmond Road and we
would like to object to the above application. We believe this will have a negative impact on the promotion of your
licencing objectives in the following way:
The Prevention of Crime and Disorder
The premises are in a neighbourhood that is almost entirely residential. We are concerned that the sale of alcohol 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, will mean increased noise from customers at anti-social hours, especially if they under
the influence of alcohol. We are already woken at night by people under the influence of alcohol walking to and from
Canbury Gardens along Richmond Road and Eastbury Road. We are concerned that off-sales at this premises will
only increase this problem.
The Prevention of Crime and Disorder
The Shell Garage is close to Canbury Gardens which has been the site of public drunkenness, anti-social behaviour
and alcohol related vandalism, as have the surrounding residential streets, including Eastbury Road. How will the
licensee ensure that the 24 hour availability of alcohol does not contribute to this problem, especially given that
alcohol would be available after the local pubs have closed?
The Prevention of Public Nuisance
We are concerned that the sale of alcohol 24 hours a day, 7 days a week will mean increased noise from customers
at anti-social hours, especially if they under the influence of alcohol. Many people use Eastbury Road as a way to get
from Richmond Road to Canbury Gardens.
We would like to draw your attention to an application to vary a premises licence made in 2012 by Jeyam Off-Licence,
109 Richmond Road, Kingston. This application was rejected by Kingston Council following representation by local
residents along similar lines.
We would be grateful if you would take these comments into consideration when assessing this application.
Christopher and Petra

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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'Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application'
1 message
Lettings Greenwoods Residential <
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>
Cc: Peter
, Lettings Greenwoods Residential
<l
>

25 February 2019 at 11:15

Mr Peter

Dear Sir or Madame,

I wish to object to the application for a license to sell alcohol 24 hours per day from 164 Richmond Road
Petrol Station.

As a local business man and resident I feel that selling alcohol beyond 11 pm will attract the wrong type of
people to visit the garage either on their way home from a pub or a night club in central kingston, which will
greatly add to the noise in the area and disturbance of residents living close by. As a letting agent we rent
out the property at
immediately behind the petrol station to a family from Saudi with young
children, who would hear potentially noise throughout the night as a result of this as people buy the alcohol
and walk home, singing or shouting fuelled by additional drink.

This would also I believe potentially increase crime and disorder in the area as alcohol fuelled individuals
damage cars or residential homes and property or commercial businesses, I have already had my windows
scratched and an attempted break in to my shop without this additional potential avenue to purchase
alcohol and should owners react to this is likely to cause an issue for their public safety.

I often go to park in my space which is on the corner of Chestnut and Richmond road and after a weekend I
generally have clear away a couple of lager cans or small bottles of sprits.

This would be a public nuisance in what is currently a totally residential area and potentially could see
adults or people over 18 buying and supplying alcohol to minors which they can lead to more disturbance
and dis-order.

I firmly believe that if people want alcohol then they should buy it during normal opening hours and not
have an ability to buy it 24 hours a day which is likely to be used by people who are alcoholics or who are
already drunk and just want more to keep getting drunker.

Therefore I totally object to this application.
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* This electronic document (comprising text and any attachments) is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is
addressed.
* Greenwood Sales & Lettings Kingston, Wimbledon & South West London disclaims all legal responsibility for the accuracy or otherwise of any information
contained within this electronic document (comprising text and any attachments).
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

FW: SHELL KINGSTONIAN, 164 RICHMOND ROAD KT2 5HD - REF: EH-LIC/041558
1 message
Property Manager Greenwoods Residential <
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

>

25 February 2019 at 16:59

Dear Rebecca Whelton and David Kingstone MCIEH MIoL
Thank you for sending us the correspondence in relation to the Extension of the Alcohol Licence for the Shell
Garage on Richmond Road.
I write to you as the BLOCK Manager of Kings Penny House – 18 flats on Richmond Road (located directly
opposite the Shell Garage).
Our clients, Kings Penny Management Ltd, are concerned that by granting this extension it is very likely to cause a
detrimental effect to the local area and most especially for those living and working within close proximity of this
garage.
Our clients specific concerns are that If people need to purchase Alcohol in the very early mornings this may
cause or increase the following…. loutish behaviour, damage to property and/or noise disturbance.
We would therefore ask that this Application be declined.
Duly Authorised Agent of ‘Kings Penny Management Ltd’ CRN.05136347

Many Thanks

Kind Regards,

Property Manager
Please click on the link below to see all of our properties or rooms that are available to rent.
Greenwoods Residential Lettings Properties
Please click on the link below to see all of our current Sales properties;
Greenwoods Residential Sales Properties
Repairs - If you have a Maintenance issue then please log it onto our property management system by following
and click on the ‘Request a Repair’ symbol at the top right of the page

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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sales@greenwoodsresidential.co.uk
lettings@greenwoodsresidential.co.uk
accounts@greenwoodsresidential.co.uk
pm@greenwoodsresidential.co.uk
The difference between the ordinary and the extraordinary….
is that little extra…
DL: 020 8239 0535
DL: 020 8274 2658
M: 07860 463564
129 Richmond Road
Kingston upon Thames
Surrey
KT2 5BZ
Greenwoods Residential Sales & Lettings Google Reviews
https://www.facebook.com/greenwoodsresidential/
www.greenwoodsresidential.co.uk
* This electronic document (comprising text and any attachments) is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is
addressed.
* Greenwood Sales & Lettings Kingston, Wimbledon & South West London disclaims all legal responsibility for the accuracy or otherwise of any information
contained within this electronic document (comprising text and any attachments).

Scan of KINGSTON & SUTTON SHARED ENVIRONMENT SERVICE REGULATORY SERVICES - Shell Garage
Kingstonian - Archer Close & Richmond Road - Feb 2019.pdf
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RBK, LBS and AfC (unifiedgov.co.uk) Mail - 24 hour alcohol license Shell garage, 164 Richmond Road

RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

24 hour alcohol license Shell garage, 164 Richmond Road
1 message
Fred
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

23 February 2019 at 15:28

Hello,
I live at

directly opposite Canbury Gardens.

Already we are plagued by rowdy drunken nuisance behavior in the park which does not stop until the drink or drugs
have run out. .
If you walk in the park in the morning the place is littered with discarded alcohol cans and bottles, including broken
bottles which are a real danger to children and pet dogs.
To give people the opportunity to buy more alcohol throughout the night the above issues will only get worse.
The shops on Richmond Road already sell alcohol until 11:00 p.m. Adding another outlet that sells alcohol throughout
the night will not be a benefit to local residents; it will only increase the chance of crime and disorder and increase the
risk to public safety
On the above grounds I object to the granting of a 24 hour alcohol license for the Shell Garage, 164 Richmond Road
Regards
Fred

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

EH-LIC/041558 - Shell Waitrose Kingstonian 164 Richmond Road KT2 5HD
1 message
Jon
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

2 March 2019 at 16:46

As a resident living directly opposite this site I want to express my objection to the above application for a Premises
Licence on the grounds of Prevention of Public Nuisance
You will be aware that Shell Kingstonian have repeatedly attempted to expand activity on this site. Over the time of
my residence here they have made several applications for changes to opening hours and increases in retail space
that have been rejected or withdrawn. Specifically:
97/6253/FUL - Increase in opening hours
97/6252/FUL - Extended use of jetwash
99/06206/FUL - Extension to sales building
00/06468/ADV - New advertising hording
02/06148/FUL - Enlarged retail building and removal of jet wash
The site they are on is highly sensitive, surrounded as it is by residential properties. Several residential properties
directly adjoin the site. The Council has repeatedly acted to limit the development of this site so as to not degrade the
life of local residents through increased noise and light pollution and negatively impact the important nearby
Richmond Road Local Centre.
The area in which it is situated has changed dramatically over the last 20 years. Previously there was a large, partially
derelict, commercial block slightly to the south of the site on the other side of the road and another commercial site (I
believe) on the corner of Bank Lane to the north. These have both been replaced by modern residential flats. As a
consequence, it is even more important now that noise and light pollution is contained, than it was at the time of
earlier, rejected, applications.
It seems there is no request to extend petrol dispensing hours in this application, which is pleasing. However their
application, when considering the Public Nuisance Licensing Objective, does not appear to have considered the
impact of increased light levels and increased noise pollution from pedestrians and especially cars, using the retail
outlet beyond the current permitted hours.
Light from the current petrol forecourt has a significant impact on all properties surrounding it, on the rare, but
repeated, occasions that they forget to turn off the lights overnight. Allowing lighting 24 hours a day would certainly be
similarly detrimental to sleep for us and our neighbours.
Such a retail outlet would lead to a significant increase in "people noise" overnight, from those travelling to the outlet,
and also car noise from people restarting their engines and accelerating to leave the area, which results in
significantly more noise than vehicles simply "passing by". The precise level of this disruption is unknown, as no
assessment appears to have been done, but it is certain to be considerable.
Although this may not be a matter for formal consideration in this application I think it is fair to say that there can be
no public need for extended opening at this site. 24 hour facilities are available both on the Richmond Road, closer to
Kingston and in Ham Parade - both locations far more suited to such activity. I can also imagine that Shell consider
this helpful to ensure the financial viability of the petrol station. But, once again, the existence of a 24 hour petrol
station at the far more appropriate site on the road junction at Ham Parade, means this location is not essential for
local drivers.
I hope this planning application will be rejected or withdrawn.
Yours sincerely,
Jon

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexQu2RTPShvjh4IPpTIjMq0hHWhtIO45LFPTo2dUL9VTRYUJ/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&perm…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

EH-LIC/041558
1 message
Chris
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

26 February 2019 at 00:56

Ref EH-LIC/041558
Dear Sir/Madam
I write as the owner of
applica on for new premises licencing (a ached).

in response to the advice received around the above

I have very signiﬁcant concerns around this applica on and the corresponding sale of alcohol. This is a quiet
residen al area that is already well served by local supermarkets for the sale of alcohol. Purchase at those
supermarkets i likely to be consumed at home whereas purchase of alcohol at a garage forecourt is far more likely
to be ad-hoc purchase for immediate consump on on the street.
The corresponding risk in terms of damage to property, noise, disturbance, crime etc is unacceptable and
impossible to jus fy in the service of the local community. .Accordingly, I strongly oppose this applica on.
Regards
Chris Galea

Scan of KINGSTON & SUTTON SHARED ENVIRONMENT SERVICE REGULATORY SERVICES - Shell
Garage Kingstonian - Archer Close & Richmond Road - Feb 2019.pdf
75K
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RBK, LBS and AfC (unifiedgov.co.uk) Mail - Re: Petrol station Richmond Ross

RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Re: Petrol station Richmond Ross
1 message
Clare
>
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

25 February 2019 at 17:58

My address
Sent from my iPad
On 25 Feb 2019, at 10:02, RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear Ms

,

In order to accept your representation I will require your full postal address. If you could please ensure
that it reaches me by 21 March 2019 it would be much appreciated.
Kind regards
Beckie
Licensing Team
Kingston & Sutton Shared Environment Service
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames | Guildhall II | High Street | Kingston upon Thames | KT1 1EU
Tel: 020 8547 5080
Email: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
www.kingston.gov.uk | www.sutton.gov.uk

On Sun, 24 Feb 2019 at 12:42, <

> wrote:

As a lady cal resident I strongly object to Waitrose having a 24 hour licence. It will cause bad
behaviour in the areA. Will be unfair on local competition very hard for the police and is totally
unnecessary. After local objection daconsbiries was not allowed it. This is a quiet residential area
and the locals do not want it
Disclaimers apply, for full details see : (https://www.kingston.gov.uk/info/200281/policies_and_
statements/1212/email_disclaimer)

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Re: Licensing Act 2003 Shell waitrose Kingstonian, 164 Richmond Road Kt2 5HD
1 message
linda
>
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

11 March 2019 at 10:52

Our postal address is
Many thanks
Linda and Gene Foad
Sent from my iPad
On 11 Mar 2019, at 09:44, RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk> wrote:

Many thanks for your email. In order to validate your objection I will require your full postal address. If
you could please ensure that the required details reach me by 21 March 2019.
Kind regards
Beckie
Licensing Team
Kingston & Sutton Shared Environment Service
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames | Guildhall II | High Street | Kingston upon Thames | KT1 1EU
Tel: 020 8547 5080
Email: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
www.kingston.gov.uk | www.sutton.gov.uk

On Sun, 10 Mar 2019 at 13:29, linda foad <

> wrote:

We are local residents and have received your la er of 21st February regarding thye
above.
Both my husband and I are extremely opposed to such a proposi on. This is a residentail
area, with a very high propor on of young families.
We have a very ﬁne pub on the corner of Windsor road and Richmond road, with normal
opening hours.
We also have a licensed corner shop also open un l pub closing mes.
In addi on to these two establishments, there is a huge Sainsbury's a few hundred yards
way for the purchase of alcohol.
These immediate outlets are quite suﬃcient for the needs of the local residen al
popula on.
The introduc on of a retail premises with 24 hour access to alcoholic beverages is hugely
detrimental, and would impact considerable to the peace and quiet, and ambience of our
so far peaceful community.
As far as we and our neighbours are concerned, it is a deﬁnite NO.
https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Mrs and Mrs Gene

Sent from Outlook
Disclaimers apply, for full details see : (https://www.kingston.gov.uk/info/200281/policies_and_
statements/1212/email_disclaimer)
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RBK, LBS and AfC (unifiedgov.co.uk) Mail - Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license

RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license
1 message
Sarah
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
Cc: Sarah Finney <

>

26 February 2019 at 11:25
>

To Whom it may concern,
I am writing to object to the application from Waitrose/Shell for a 24 hour license.
This is completely unnecessary and will only cause more antisocial behaviour on a main road and our neighbouring
footpaths. People use Archer Close as a cut through and we already have bottles being left on the road and vomit
from intoxicated teens left on our pavements.
This will increase crime and public disorder, endanger our safety in our community, cause anti social behaviour
including loud noise throughout the night, and encourage more students and underage kids to drink.
All in all - this should NOT be allowed and will do nothing to benefit our community, other than increase
Waitrose/Shells profit.
I trust you will do the right thing and not allow this application.
Thank you,
Sarah

Sarah Finney

--------------------------------Mobile:
Office:

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Licensing Act 2003 -Application for a new premises Licence at Shell Waitrose
Kingstonian, 164 Richmond Road, KT2 5HD
1 message
pina
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

25 February 2019 at 19:48

Dear Sir
I refer to your letter of 21st February 2019 in relation to the application for the sale of retail alcohol 24 hrs from
Monday to Sunday.
I live in close proximity to the premises at
I am an elderly woman living alone and am very concerned about the fact that selling alcohol 24 hours a day is most
certainly going to have an adverse affect on public safety and increase crime in the local area. There are already
episodes of late night brawling and singing and shouting in the early hours of the morning particularly over the
weekends. This is just going to make things worse. I also feel that making alcohol so readily available is going to
encourage teenage drinking and there will be far more drunks on the road in the early hours of the morning. This can
cause violence and even knife crime in what is at present a reasonably safe area.
It could also increase vandalism and put local residents at risk. There could also be an increased risk on properties.
We are already seeing an increased amount of crime and fatal stabbings in London almost on a weekly basis and if
such a licence were granted in this area we will undoubtedly see similar crimes on our doorstep. It’s not something I
want to be living with as an elderly pensioner. This will also increase vulnerability among the elderly as they will be at
the mercy of late night drinkers on the streets.
It will most definitely encourage young teenagers to drink more heavily putting not only their healths at risk but also
their lives.
I would be grateful if you could give my representation due consideration.
Kind Regards
Anna

Sent from my iPad

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Licence Objection - Shell Waitrose Kingstonian - 164 Richmond Road, Kingston
upon Thames, KT2 5HD
1 message
Ely,Peter <
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

25 February 2019 at 10:03

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to raise an objection to the current 24 hour licence application for Shell Waitrose
Kingstonian, at 164 Richmond Road, Kingston upon Thames, KT2 5HD.

Whilst I am not objecting to the modernisation of the retail facility, my concern is that the provision of a
24 Hour alcohol license is inappropriate for the area. Being out of the centre of Kingston, it will in all
likelihood attract people who wish to continue drinking after attending the pubs and clubs in the centre of
the town. Whilst the centre is more contained and can be managed by a police presence, this location
does not have the same control measures and therefore poses a risk of associated crime, potential
public safety and almost certainly public nuisance. There can be no necessity for alcohol to be available
24 hours a day in such a residential area and will therefore draw people in specifically for the purchase
of alcohol.

Please log my objection to this application.

Regards,

Peter

If you are not the intended recipient or have received this message in error, please notify the sender and permanently delete this message and any
attachments.Gartner UK Limited is a company registered in England and Wales with the registration number 2266016. The Registered Office is Tamesis,
The Glanty, Egham, Surrey, TW20 9AH.
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RBK, LBS and AfC (unifiedgov.co.uk) Mail - Re: Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application

RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Re: Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application
1 message
TONY
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

>

5 March 2019 at 10:46

Mr A

Sent by Tony from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

On Tuesday, March 5, 2019, 10:33 am, RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear Mr

,

Many thanks for your email. In order to validate your objection I will require your full postal address. If
you could please ensure that the required details reach me by 21 March 2019.
Kind regards
Beckie
Licensing Team
Kingston & Sutton Shared Environment Service
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames | Guildhall II | High Street | Kingston upon Thames | KT1 1EU
Tel: 020 8547 5080
Email: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
www.kingston.gov.uk | www.sutton.gov.uk

On Sun, 3 Mar 2019 at 10:59, TONY EDWARDS
> wrote:
I wish to object to this 24hour alcohol license application on the following grounds.
Kingston town centre has a number of premises already licensed to sell alcohol until well into the
small hours of the night.
As a resident of North Kingston I have experience of the anti-social behaviour that results from
drunks making their way home after hours. This includes noise, littering, damage and the threat to
anyone also out and about in the night.
The introduction of a premise so close to my neighbourhood (less than 5 mins walk) is likely to
increase the occurrence of anti-social behaviour in our streets.
I am also concerned that this premise might provide an easier means of alcohol falling into the hands
of the young, who should be protected, not exposed, to the hazard of under-age consumption.
I look forward to learning that this application has been denied.
Sincerely, Mr A

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad
https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Re: Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application
1 message
tracie
>
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

5 March 2019 at 18:33

Dear Beckie

Kind regards
Tracie
Sent by Tracie from my iPhone
On 5 Mar 2019, at 10:34, RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear Mrs

,

Many thanks for your email. In order to validate your objection I will require your full postal address. If
you could please ensure that the required details reach me by 21 March 2019.
Kind regards
Beckie
Licensing Team
Kingston & Sutton Shared Environment Service
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames | Guildhall II | High Street | Kingston upon Thames | KT1 1EU
Tel: 020 8547 5080
Email: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
www.kingston.gov.uk | www.sutton.gov.uk

On Sun, 3 Mar 2019 at 23:02, tracie edwards <
Dear sir/madam,

> wrote:

I strongly object to this application on the following grounds;
There are a number of clubs in Kingston where the sale of alcohol has contributed to violent and antisocial behaviour. Our quiet residential area does not need somewhere that will encourage such
behaviour so close by.
I am also worried about the additional workload for our local police, when resources are already so
stretched on the night-shift.
The purchasers of alcohol might be encouraged to take and consume it in Canbury Gardens close by,
with the added risk of the deep and fast flowing river.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Shell Kingstonian Licence Application
1 message
Penny
<
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

20 March 2019 at 10:05

To the licensing team,

I would like personally to object to the above licensing application. My reasons are as follows:

The Prevention of Crime and Disorder
The premises are close to Canbury Gardens which has been the site of public drunkenness, anti-social behaviour
and alcohol related vandalism, as have the surrounding residential streets. The applicant does not indicate how they
will ensure that the extended hours do not contribute to this, especially given that alcohol would be available after the
local pubs and clubs have closed.
Shell Kingstonian is a petrol station. How will the licensee ensure that the sale of alcohol does not contribute to illegal
driving while over the limit? We note that staff will be trained and therefore presumably will know it is illegal to supply
alcohol to anyone they suspect is already inebriated, but they will not know how close to the legal driving limit
customers are even if they appear sober. Furthermore, even if the driver is within safe limits, drunk and rowdy
passengers would be a distraction in a moving vehicle, presenting a danger to themselves and to the public.

Public Safety
I refer to my point above regarding drivers being under the influence of alcohol.
Alcohol sold in glass bottles presents a potential danger to the public from broken glass. The applicant does not
indicate what steps they will take to mitigate this danger.
We are particularly concerned that offering late night food and alcohol after 11 pm means that customers may already
be under the influence of alcohol and their judgement impaired. There is a potential danger to them given that there
will also be moving vehicles on the site, clients may be smoking cigarettes which presents a clear fire hazard in a
petrol station and the applicant does not demonstrate any steps to mitigate these dangers.

The Prevention of Public Nuisance
The premises are in a neighbourhood that is almost entirely and densely residential. I am concerned that the sale of
alcohol 24 hours a day, 7 days a week will mean increased noise from customers at anti-social hours, especially if
they are under the influence of alcohol. There will also be increased noise from traffic (parking cars, slamming car
doors shut etc) from those customers driving to and from the premises.
Residents are already woken at night by people under the influence of alcohol walking to and from Canbury Gardens
or sitting on the benches and seats near these premises, talking, screaming and arguing loudly. Extending the hours
of Off sales will only increase this.

The provision of late night food will increase litter in the area: the applicant does not show how they will prevent this
public nuisance.

I note the applicant intends to keep an incident log and to have CCTV available: these measures record incidents
after or during the event, rather than being preventative.

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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The Protection of Children from Harm
The premises are on a road heavily used by young people setting off on or returning from a night out and by children
going to and from school. I note that the applicants intend to operate the Challenge 25 policy and keep a refusal
register. As alcohol is already sold in this establishment, I would be interested to hear from the police how well-used,
complete and up-to-date the register currently is, in their view. How will the application ensure that adults are not
buying alcohol on behalf of minors?

I note that the applicant would like the license to take effect from 22 March 2019 – presumably before the site has
been redeveloped.
I cannot see any benefit to the neighbourhood from offering off sales of alcohol 24/7 or from offering late night hot
refreshment, and can only see a negative impact both on the neighbourhood and the promotion of the licensing
objectives.

Further, we note that the council has a special cumulative impact policy. I do not believe the application has
demonstrated in any way that there will be no negative cumulative impact on the licensing objectives.

Thank you for taking these comments into consideration.

Yours sincerely

Penny

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK, LBS and AfC (unifiedgov.co.uk) Mail - EH-LIC/041558 Shell Waitrose Kingstonian, 164 Richmond Road KT2 5HD

RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

EH-LIC/041558 Shell Waitrose Kingstonian, 164 Richmond Road KT2 5HD
1 message
Aaron
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

7 March 2019 at 17:16

I am writing to give our opinions against the application for a new premises license at Shell Waitrose Kingstonian, 164
Richmond Road KT2 5HD.
This premises is surrounded by residential properties, many of which have families with young children including
ourselves (we are within the 100 metres).. The additional hours of operation and availability of alcohol during these
hours will increase Public Nuisance in the form of broken glass, litter, noise, rowdy and anti social behaviour during
hours when people are asleep.
The increased availability of alcohol during the proposed extended hours will only increase Crime and Disorder, we
have witnessed several alcohol fuelled incidents in this immediate area, having 24 hr alcohol availability will only
increase the amount of incidents and associated disruption to residents in the area near Shell Kingstonian.
We experience noise from loud vehicles (including excess revving of engines, very loud motorcycles etc) using the
premises currently, and this new license would make it never ending Public Nuisance, especially during Summer
when most people have windows open at night.
The 24hr availability of alcohol will make Shell Kingstonian and the immediate area around it a known place to
congregate at times when people are sleeping ie after pubs close patrons will go there as the next stop, leading to
increased anti-social behaviour and increased Crime and Disorder.
Yours Sincerely,
Aaron

& Isobel

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

24 hour licence application: Shell garage on Richmond Road
1 message
Stu
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

21 March 2019 at 15:00

Dear Sir/Madam
As a local resident I wish to strongly oppose the 24hour licence application for the Shell garage on Kingston’s
Richmond Road. The application should be firmly rejected because of the adverse effects on the many local
residents. If permitted, it would soon as a magnet for those wishing to drink and congregate throughout the night in
Canbury Gardens, which is only three minutes’ walk away. Apart from noise nuisance it is inevitable that Canbury
Gardens itself will suffer - and not merely in respect of litter.
Yours faithfully

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Shell Waitrose Kingstonian application for a 24 hour alcohol licence
1 message
David
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

24 February 2019 at 21:12

Dear Sir

I wish to object to the Shell Waitrose Kingstonian application for a 24 hour alcohol licence.

If the application were to be granted the following is likely to happen:

Once the pubs and clubs in central Kingston close, groups of youths who have already consumed alcohol will go to
Shell Waitrose to buy more alcohol.
Experience shows that they will in the main go to Canbury Gardens to consume it. This has the following negative
aspects:
Drunken youths will pose a crime and disorder risk to people on the access roads and paths to Canbury Gardens and
in particular within the gardens. This includes Sury Basin, Skerne Walk and Kings Passage. Currently there are
occasional instances of late-night noise in Canbury Gardens. Extending the licensing hours will make the problem
worse in that there will be noise until the early hours of the morning.

There will also be a public safety risk as a result of the youths leaving discarded liquor bottles . These may still
contain some alcohol and there may be broken glass.
There are no public toilet facilities in Canbury Gardens once the Boaters Inn has shut for the night. This has obvious
consequences.

Yours sincerely
David

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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Licensing Application for Shell Garage - 164 Richmond Road
1 message
<
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>
Cc: Rachel

18 March 2019 at 21:09

To whom it may concern.
We wish to raise objections against the proposal for the 24 hour alcohol license for the Shell garage at 164 Richmond
Road.
The premises are currently shut by 23:00, with the proposed 24 hour opening we believe this will inevitably lead to an
increase in noise from customers coming and going, as well as a potential for an increase in anti-social behaviour in
what is very a much a residential area and is currently very quiet after 23:00. Any increase in noise will be
detrimental to the families, such as ourselves, in the surrounding area.
We believe the garage selling alcohol after the other licensed premises in the area have shut, will encourage people
that are already drunk to go to the garage to purchase more alcohol. Given drunk people are more likely to be rowdy
and more likely to behave in way that would be offensive.
We also have concerns it will lead to an increase in litter and has the potential to be treated as an out door bar.

Regards
Stephen & Rachel
Our Address:

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Licence application for Shell Waitrose Kingston KT2 5HD
1 message
Zoe
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

28 February 2019 at 18:41

Dear Mr Kingstone
Thank you for your letter dated 21st Feb about the application you have received for a premises licence in respect of
the above premises. The application seeks to provide sale of alcohol off the premises every day 24 hours a day, as
well late night refreshment indoors from 11pm to 5am Monday to Sunday.
We wish to object to this application on the following grounds:
The premises is in a quiet residential area where there is no need for the provision of alcohol and other goods late at
night and throughout the night. This will be of no benefit to residents but will be likely to have a detrimental effect for
the following reasons.
The sale of alcohol and other goods during night time hours will increase road and people traffic, creating noise and
disturbance at night when residents are trying to sleep. If the licence is granted this is likely to attract people from
outside the area into the area, and exacerbate these issues. The sale of alcohol in particular risks antisocial behavior
which is clearly not acceptable but will be difficult to manage. This could have a major impact on the quality of life of
local residents who should not have to endure increased noise, traffic and antisocial behaviour.
Agreeing to this application can be of no benefit to the residents who live in the area, and risks causing traffic, noise,
antisocial behaviour in the area.
We therefore strongly urge the council to consider the undesirable effects on local residents.
Your faithfully
Zoe
and Ian

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexQu2RTPShvjh4IPpTIjMq0hHWhtIO45LFPTo2dUL9VTRYUJ/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&perm…
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Application for new premises license: 164 Richmond Road, KT2 5HD
1 message
Kathryn <
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

9 March 2019 at 11:29

I am wri ng to oppose the applica on for a 24 hour license for the above address seven days a week.
The area is a residen al one. Such a development is likely to increase an -social behaviour in the area
including noise par cular as alcohol will be sold for consump on oﬀ the premises. It will increase traﬃc
noise and pollu on and may increase risk of crime/damage to property. Such a development is not in
keeping with the public health priority of reducing harmful and hazardous drinking.
The area is well served by supermarkets and small shops so there is ample opportunity to purchase
alcohol in the day me. In addi on, there is also a public house less than 200m away (the Queen's
Head).
There is absolutely no need at all for the proposed development. It will serve only to increase the proﬁts
of the business owners/share holders and it comes with signiﬁcant risks of reduced quality of life for
residents including lots of children.
Kathryn

Sent from Outlook

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Waitrose application at shell garage Richmond rd Kingston
1 message
Una
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

8 March 2019 at 23:00

To whom it may concern
We have serious concerns re the license application at the shell garage with these extended opening hours for
alcohol & or late night opening in an otherwise quiet residential area.
There are many houses surrounding the garage & it is highly likely to cause more noise & unnecessary disturbance in
a residential area.
There is no need for the premises to be open for longer & if people require fuel or drinks should be in a fuel station
that is not surrounded by housing.It will only encourage more disruption to people sleeping & the road needs to be
quiet & not become a ‘ motorway ‘ for late night reveling.
The town Centre & local public houses cause enough nighttime disruption to young families in the surrounding
housing & we do not need a 24 hour shopping / drinking location in a residential area with mainly families young &
elderly.
Otherwise we are happy if waitrose is open until the current hours the fuel station is allowed.
Una & John

Email
Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application
1 message
John
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

25 February 2019 at 19:26

Mr & Mrs J.

To whom it may concern.
We strongly object to this application for an extended license. Richmond Road is primarily residential in the vicinity of
Shell Waitrose and there are two local pubs.
We already experience occasional petty vandalism to property
and damage to vehicles overnight. Similarly we are sometimes disturbed by rowdy behaviour at night.
In our view if an extended license is granted these problems will increase.
Yours sincerely
John and Judy

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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Licensing Team
Guildhall 2
High Street
Kingston on Thames
KT1 1EU
10 March 2019
Shell Waitrose Kingstonian 164 Richmond Rd: Application for a Premises Licence
The committee of the Canbury and Riverside Association (CARA) would like to make a
representation objecting to this application. CARA is an apolitical and voluntary organization
whose aim is the protection and enhancement of amenities within the area bordered by
Richmond Road to the east, Lower Kings Road and Canbury Place to the south, the River
Thames to the west and Hawker Leisure Centre to the north. T
The committee objects to the variation on the grounds of the likely negative impact on the
promotion of the licensing objectives as follows:
:
The Prevention of Crime and Disorder
The premises are close to Canbury Gardens which has been the site of public drunkenness,
anti-social behaviour and alcohol related vandalism, as have the surrounding residential
streets. The applicant does not indicate how they will ensure that the extended hours do not
contribute to this, especially given that alcohol would be available after the local pubs and
clubs have closed.
Shell Kingstonian is a petrol station. How will the licensee ensure that the sale of alcohol
does not contribute to illegal driving while over the limit? We note that staff will be trained
and therefore presumably will know it is illegal to supply alcohol to anyone they suspect is
already inebriated, but they will not know how close to the legal driving limit customers are
even if they appear sober. Furthermore, even if the driver is within safe limits, drunk and
rowdy passengers would be a distraction in a moving vehicle, presenting a danger to
themselves and to the public.
Public Safety
I refer to my point above regarding drivers being under the influence of alcohol.
Alcohol sold in glass bottles presents a potential danger to the public from broken glass. The
applicant does not indicate what steps they will take to mitigate this danger.
We are particularly concerned that offering late night food and alcohol after 11 pm means
that customers may already be under the influence of alcohol and their judgement impaired.
There is a potential danger to them given that there will also be moving vehicles on the site,
clients may be smoking cigarettes which presents a clear fire hazard in a petrol station and
the applicant does not demonstrate any steps to mitigate these dangers.
The Prevention of Public Nuisance
The premises are in a neighbourhood that is almost entirely and densely residential. The
CARA committee is concerned that the sale of alcohol 24 hours a day, 7 days a week will
mean increased noise from customers at anti-social hours, especially if they are under the
influence of alcohol. There will also be increased noise from traffic (parking cars, slamming
car doors shut etc) from those customers driving to and from the premises.

Residents are already woken at night by people under the influence of alcohol walking to
and from Canbury Gardens or sitting on the benches and seats near these premises, talking,
screaming and arguing loudly. Extending the hours of Off sales will only increase this.
The provision of late night food will increase litter in the area: the applicant does not show
how they will prevent this public nuisance.
We note the applicant intends to keep an incident log and to have CCTV available: these
measures record incidents after or during the event, rather than being preventative.
The Protection of Children from Harm
The premises are on a road heavily used by young people setting off on or returning from a
night out and by children going to and from school. We note that the applicants intend to
operate the Challenge 25 policy and keep a refusal register. As alcohol is already sold in
this establishment, we would be interested to hear from the police how well-used, complete
and up-to-date the register currently is, in their view.
We note that the applicant would like the license to take effect from 22 March 2019 –
presumably before the site has been redeveloped.
We cannot see any benefit to the neighbourhood from offering off sales of alcohol 24/7 or
from offering late night hot refreshment, and can only see a negative impact both on the
neighbourhood and the promotion of the licensing objectives.
Further, we note that the council has a special cumulative impact policy. We do not believe
the application has demonstrated in any way that there will be no negative cumulative impact
on the licensing objectives.
Thank you for taking these comments into consideration.
Yours sincerely
Penny
CARA Committee Member

21 March 2019
Dear Ms Whelton
Re: Shell UK Oil Products Ltd, 164 Richmond Road, application for a
variation of a premises licence to sell alcohol 24hrs a day.
I am writing on behalf of Canbury and Tudor Police Panel.
We are writing to object to the application put forward by Shell UK Oil Products
for a 24 hour alcohol license on the Shell Kingstonian, 164 Richmond Road site.
We do not object to a continuation of the previous license which was granted
until 11pm.
The Police Panel consists of local faith groups (e.g. St Luke’s Church, Canbury
Ward), Resident Associations (e.g. BRaG / TARAC), Neighbourhood Watch
(NHW) co-ordinators, key local residents, Ward Councillors etc. (Ward Police are
invited by the Chair but are not included in this consensus.) Police Panels are
recognised Met and MOPAC committees created to facilitate and manage cross
community communication, engagement and action.
The Police Panel, which meets at least once a quarter, has enabled us over the
years to create a well-informed community in relation to crime and disorder
levels and activity in the neighbourhood, and Borough. The network that we
have in place via the panel members ensures those that live and work in our
Wards feel a sense of balance, confidence and security in the area in which they
reside.
We believe there is no demand, or need, for the sale of alcohol 24 hours a day in
our community. A few years ago we petitioned, and worked hard, to put in place
a special policy on Cumulative Impact (CIP) and a Designated Public Place Order
(DPPO) as the effect that the night time economy was having on Kingston’s
residents, and those visiting for whatever reason, was becoming
disproportionate and inappropriate.
The map below shows the location of the Shell garage and the red line borders of
the DPPO and CIP.

Whilst this Shell site is just outside of both of these areas we believe the
applicant has a responsibility to recognise these policies and empathise with the
reason why they were necessary to put in place. This request to increase the
hours from a standard 11pm closure to 24 hours does not, in our minds, show
understanding by Waitrose, or Shell, of the wider issues Kingston faces.
Whilst the application regurgitates an identical response for each licensing
objective there is no reference to how the applicant plans to mitigate their sale of
alcohol to the knock on effect of the surrounding area and community in which
they operate which is especially important as the alcohol is sold to be consumed
‘off site’.
The Licensing objectives are also there to protect the interests of the wider
community and are not just applicable to the 1,840 square metres of retail space
at 164 Richmond Road. Therefore the applicant has a responsibility to ensure its
activities do not contravene the objectives in this area either.
The Police Panel believe it will excessively contravene all four of the Licensing
Objectives:
1. Prevention of crime and disorder
It is uncontested that there is a direct correlation between the level of
consumed alcohol and the level of crime in the adjacent area. The severity of
the crime can be from keying cars and breaking wing mirrors off to violent
crime of which there were 464,000 incidents in 2017/18 where the offender
was believed to be under the influence of alcohol.
(Source: Office of National Statistics and HomeOffice.)

Numerous studies and newspaper reports continue to highlight the
correlation between alcohol and crime and disorder (Institute of Alcohol
Studies, Alcohol Rehab Guide, Daily Mail etc.) Allowing the sale of alcohol
twenty-four hours a day will increase crime and create a breeding ground

for disorder, which will have a hugely negative impact on the ever-increasing
size of the local community in which, we all operate.
Local alcohol related crimes which we already experience in Canbury and
Tudor are:
 Theft from motor vehicle
 Robbery and assault
 Criminal damage to motor vehicles
 Criminal damage to non-residential buildings
2. Public safety
Drinking in large groups and public places can intimidate people, causing
noise, nuisance and deters residents from using community spaces or simply
walking down their own street as groups congregate on corners.
Robbery, harassment and assault already impact our quarterly stats. We
fear that an increase in the availability of alcohol will have a realistic impact
on the safety of the community.
In addition, the Richmond Road is not a slow residential road. We have
numerous reports of speeding and drivers driving without due care and
attention. Large groups walking down Richmond Road from the town centre
late at night when the road is seemingly quiet and therefore a ‘green light’
for speeding could result in an injury or fatality as the clubbers look to feed
their alcohol requirements at the only establishment now open.
(Source: Institute of Alcohol Studies)

3. Prevention of public nuisance
Knowingly allowing the sale of alcohol throughout the night will increase the
nuisance to the public from the individuals who seek to buy and consume it
off the premises. Canbury Gardens and Latchmere Rec are both in easy
walking distance from the premises in question which increases the
nuisance to an increased number of residents due to noise levels as they
walk to these places but also the resulting littering and public urination.
(Source: Home Office ‘Drunken Behaviour in Public Places)

As one of the closest Wards and walk throughs from the town centre
Canbury is no stranger to anti-social behaviour (ASB) late at night and early
into the morning.
ASB can currently be seen in the form of:
 using public areas (e.g. Canbury Gardens and Latchmere Rec) to
congregate and drink shop bought alcohol which would increase and widen if
this license is granted
 Giving residents sleepless nights from individuals and groups leaving the
Kingston town centre walking or running down our streets. The draw of a
shop selling alcohol after all the clubs have shut will increase this.
 Revellers shouting to each other down streets in the early hours of the
morning, Alcohol sold throughout the night will extend this ASB.

 standing / sitting around in groups directly outside residential homes and
continuing to consume alcohol – granting this license will extend and intensify
this as well.
Increasing the hours in which alcohol is made available will greatly reduce
our confidence in the community and our enjoyment of the calm and
managed environment.
4. Protecting children from harm
Whilst we’re pleased that this application now refers to the checking of ID
for Challenge25 and the creation of a refusal log however the fact still stands
that it has been reported that petrol stations are the least likely retail
category to ask for proof of age in a test purchasing operation for alcohol and
tobacco. Retailers sold alcohol to nearly one in six teenage mystery shoppers
without asking for proof of age, according to data from retail age check
auditors Serve Legal. In a dense young community this is of grave concern to
us and should further demonstrate to the Licensing Committee why we feel a
24 alcohol license should be refused.
On a personal level, I am also Chair of the wider Kingston Safer Neighbourhood
Board which continues to give me insight to some of the alcohol related issues
across the Borough, outside of Canbury and Tudor Wards. The Council puts in a
lot of time and effort, alongside other responsible authorities, to work with the
communities to manage this impact and the related knock on serious issues.
With all the evidence above, the continued stretching and abstraction of Police
resources and the economic pinch being felt by all responsible authorities, we
hope the Committee will reject the license variation which will have a
tremendous negative impact on our whole immediate community and Kingston
Borough. It will only further stretch our Police teams, and all authorities whom
work tirelessly to protect us and keep us safe in the area in which we love, live
and work.
Yours sincerely
Nicola
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection re 24hr license to sell alcohol at Waitrose/Shell Garage/Richmond Rd
1 message
Estelle
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

24 February 2019 at 13:34

Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing to object to the application for 24hr sale of alcohol at Waitrose, Shell Garage, Richmond Road.
I object on the following grounds;
*that it would cause a public nuisance particularly in such a residential area
*that we need to protect young children from potential under age drinking
*to ensure public safety, the prevention of drink related crime and disorder.
*public health related issues.
It should be noted that drink related admissions to hospital have increased by 15% over the last decade (narrow
measure ref https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/publications/statistical/statistics-on-alcohol/2019/part-1). Given
government policy to try and reduce the drinking of alcohol, I consider the 24 hr sale of alcohol in complete conflict
with policy and detrimental to public health. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2010-to-2015-governmentpolicy-harmful-drinking/2010-to-2015-government-policy-harmful-drinking
I hope that this email with the points I have outlined will be taken into consideration with regard to this application.
Kind regards
Estelle and Neill

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application'
1 message
Lisa
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

23 February 2019 at 07:26

I understand that the Shell Petrol station at 164 Richmond Road, Kingston is seeking to get a license which will allow
them to sell alcohol 24 hours a day. I am totally against it for many reasons
1. The garage is on the same road as many schools, my daughter hopes to attend one of them from September I
want children to be protected from harm e.g. under age drinking;
2. The prevention of crime and disorder;
3. Public safety;
4. Prevention of public nuisance;
5. Why do we need to purchase alcohol 24 hours a day?
I hope you understand my concerns and hope you take them seriously when considering the application.
Warmest regards,
Lisa

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to: LICENSING ACT 2003 - APPLICATION FOR A NEW PREMISES
LICENCE, ADDRES: Shell Waitrose Kingstonian, 164 Richmond Road KT2 5HD
1 message
Paul
>
9 March 2019 at 15:01
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
Cc: Katrina.Lidbetter@kingston.gov.uk, david.cunningham@kingston.gov.uk, Maria.Netley@kingston.gov.uk

Dear Sir/Madam

I am responding to your recent communication regarding the new premises licence application for the Shell Waitrose
Kingstonian on Richmond Road.

I wish to register my objection to the granting of such a licence, specifically for the sale of alcohol during night hours,
for the following reasons:

Increased risk of Public Nuisance:
The area around the premises is predominantly residential; currently the ambient noise levels of
passing traffic and pedestrians at night are within an acceptable tolerance; with occasional anti-social
noise levels at weekends from revellers returning from Kingston town centre. Extending the licence of
the premises will plainly result in increased night time noise, and consequently have a direct negative
impact on the welfare of local residents, (of which I am one).
Increased risk of Crime and Disorder:
The selling of alcohol from the premises during night hours will attract people who may well already be
under the influence of alcohol which will then increase the risk of crime and disorder, and also raise the
risk of public nuisance.

I will add that the operator of the premises already fails to manage its environmental responsibilities, as evidenced by
the number of plastic gloves which are blown down the road and into my garden; as such I have limited expectation
that the operator will fulfil its responsibilities provisioned within the extended licence: legal, social and environmental.
I have cc’d in my ward councillors so they are aware of my objections.
Regards
Paul

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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I object to the application for a 24 hour alcohol licence at Waitrose at the Shell
garage at 164 Richmond Road as it is encouraging drinking and will probably
result in increased drunken behaviour in the area and more noise and nuisance
to neighbours.
1 message
Betty
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

27 February 2019 at 08:28

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Shell Waitrose Kingstonian 164 Richmond Road, Application for a Premises
Licence
1 message
Alan
<
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

20 March 2019 at 10:59

I wish to lodge my objection to this proposal and support absolutely the objection letter dated March 10 2019
submitted by CARA.

The increase of noise and public drunkenness which has been heading north from the town centre for some time has
now reached Albany Mews where I have lived for thirty five years and a number of neighbours have now installed
CCTV following the first burglaries in the Mews in the early hours of Sunday morning three weeks ago. Two houses
were broken into via smashed patio doors, jewellery was stolen, the police were called and it was just one further
example of the drugs and drink culture that is now spreading out from the town centre and affecting residents within a
current radius of maybe one mile.

The last thing this area needs is a garage selling alcohol 24/7 and I strongly urge the Licensing Team to reject this
application.

Thank you

Yours faithfully

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexT1xbDvx4o0lF8odTuJh3ZLQiFzI_baVGMwqpU4Nc_1otPI/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permth…
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Objection to 24 hour alcohol license application
1 message
Donata
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

5 March 2019 at 20:11

To whom it may concern,

We are residence in
and have heard about the Waitrose application for a 24
hour alcohol licence in the Shell Garage, 164 Richmond Road.

We want to object to this application because we foresee potential vandalism and trouble if young people have
access to 24 hours alcohol sales. Since the number of student flats have been increased we are already experiencing
a lot more trouble and noise in Canbury Park. Allowing them to buy alcohol in the Shell garage will add to this
problem further.

We really don’t want to hear shouting gangs walking up and down our streets in North Kingston and therefore we
want to notify you of our objection.

Kind regards

Donata

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Rd alcohol license application
1 message
gloria
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

24 February 2019 at 12:19

I object to this application on the following grounds:

The preven on of crime and disorder
Public safety
Preven on of public nuisance
The preven on of underage drinking

With Police and other resources so stretched, allowing a license to be granted may add further strain onto our Police
as it could encourage anti-social behaviour, petty crime, public nuisance, increase in noise level for local residents,
increase in clubbers walking down the street to the only place to buy alcohol after the clubs have shut etc etc etc. It is
also probable that, if the license is granted, it will set a precedence for every other off license, petrol station and club
in the whole of Kingston.
Gloria

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Re: Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol licence application
1 message
Rowan
>
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

25 February 2019 at 14:06

My full postal address is as follows

Rowan Astbury
On 25 Feb 2019, at 10:06, RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear Mr
In order to accept your representation I will require your full postal address. If you could please ensure
that it reaches me by 21 March 2019 it would be much appreciated.
Kind regards
Beckie
Licensing Team
Kingston & Sutton Shared Environment Service
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames | Guildhall II | High Street | Kingston upon Thames | KT1 1EU
Tel: 020 8547 5080
Email: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
www.kingston.gov.uk | www.sutton.gov.uk

On Sun, 24 Feb 2019 at 13:21, Rowan Astbury <
I object to this on the following grounds:

> wrote:

Public Safety – crime is already going up and night time drinking, especially given how the police are
overstretched, can make it worse
Prevention of crime and disorder – as above
Public nuisance – we already have to clear up rubbish left by people who have been to the existing
takeaway and alcohol outlets – this will make it worse.
Harm to children – more readily available alcohol means more underage drinking

the prevention of crime and disorder,
public safety,
prevention of public nuisance, and
the protection of children from harm (e.g. under age drinking)
Just saying 'I do not want it' will not be sufficient.
Please email your objection to: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK, LBS and AfC (unifiedgov.co.uk) Mail - RE: Licence Application

RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

RE: Licence Application
1 message
Keren
>
To: RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

18 March 2019 at 10:14

Beckie

Thank you for your e-mail

Our address is:

Alexandre

My clients, the directors of Archer Close Management Co Ltd, are resident in Archer Close and act as
representa ves of all residents

Kind regards

Keren
Associate Director
Estate & Block Management

Residen al Sales & Le ngs | Estate & Block Management | Property Maintenance | Resident.uk.com - self manage
online

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Many thanks for your email. In order to accept your representation I will need you to provide your full postal address
(office address). If you could also please confirm the addresses/house numbers of the residents that have asked you
to act on their behalf.

If you could please ensure that this information reaches me by 21 March 2019.

Kind regards
Beckie

Kind regards
Beckie

Licensing Team
Kingston & Sutton Shared Environment Service
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames | Guildhall II | High Street | Kingston upon Thames | KT1 1EU
Tel: 020 8547 5080
Email: licensing@kingston.gov.uk
www.kingston.gov.uk | www.sutton.gov.uk

On Thu, 14 Mar 2019 at 14:53, Keren Dolan <

> wrote:

To whom it may concern

We are the Managing Agents for Archer Close which is the road next to the Shell Garage – the following
application has been submitted to yourselves:

Shell Waitrose Kingstonian

Type of application: New
Deadline for representations: 21 March 2019

We have been asked to get in contact on behalf of the residents of Archer Close to raise an objection. The
residents have concerns in respect of this residential area and the possible increase in crime, noise, people
hanging around - public nuisance risk etc.

Please can you kindly let me know that this e-mail is sufficient to lodge an objection

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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Thank you

Kind regards

Keren
Associate Director
Estate & Block Management

Residential Sales & Lettings | Estate & Block Management | Property Maintenance | Resident.uk.com self manage online

Property Management Company of the Year – Negotiator Awards 2015

Sunday Times Award winners - Lettings & Block Management

Resident - Best Services Provider of the Year - Shortlisted - News on the Block Awards
Resident - Best Online Business - Bronze - Kent Digital Awards

OUT OF HOURS
Emergencies only - If you are a tenant in one of our managed tenancies please call our office number 01892
525 522 where you will find details of the emergency contact mobile number. If you are a resident at estate or
block managed by Alexandre Boyes(Management) Ltd, please call our estate office number 01892 574880
where you will find details of the emergency contact mobile number on our recorded message. Please do not
leave a message on the office number however. Please only use this if you have a genuine emergency.

If you are a tenant with any main supply emergencies you may find the numbers below useful, or you can
contact your service providers.

National Gas Emergency 0800 111 999 (British Gas, South Gas Network, Transco)
EDF Electric supply 0800 096 9000
UK Power Networks 0800 783 8838 (electric power cuts)
South East Water 24hr leakline 0333 000 3330
Southern Water – supply and waste water, blocked main drained 0845 278 0845

This email including all attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender
immediately on 01892 525522 and destroy this email. You must not copy, distribute or take action in reliance upon it. It may contain
information, which is confidential and/or covered by legal, professional or other privilege (or other rules or laws with similar effect in
jurisdictions outside England and Wales). Alexandre Boyes Ltd accept no liability for the mis-transmission, interference, or interception of

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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any Email and you are reminded that Email is not a secure method of communication. Whilst all efforts are made to safeguard emails,
Alexandre Boyes Ltd cannot guarantee that attachments are virus free or compatible with your systems and does not accept liability in
respect of viruses or computer problems experienced. We reserve the right to monitor all email communications through its internal and
external networks. Except where specifically stated to the contrary, any information about price or value contained in this email is provided
purely as guidance prior to a possible transaction. It does not constitute a formal valuation and may not be relied upon for any purpose
whatsoever other than as marketing advice. This e-mail does not constitute any part of an offer or contract.

Disclaimers apply, for full details see : (https://www.kingston.gov.uk/info/200281/policies_and_statements/1212/email_
disclaimer)

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AH1rexSujLT5XcrSk8c3shJhwxycRiZ0kxk-vCs-eKDnkDvvxyg6/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permthid…
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RBK, LBS and AfC (unifiedgov.co.uk) Mail - Shell Waitrose Licensing Application

RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Shell Waitrose Licensing Application
1 message
Graham Aikin <
>
To: "licensing@kingston.gov.uk" <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

25 February 2019 at 10:49

Good Morning
I write with respect to the Applica on in respect of the premises at 164 Richmond Road and would
like to object to this applica on.
I reside at
along with 23 other apartments at this
loca on, directly opposite the premises in ques on. I have lived here for 10 years and there has
historically not only been a huge amount of traﬃc noise but also noise from pedestrians visi ng the
exis ng premises un l 11pm. Given that the new licence is oﬀering a 24-hour convenience store that
will sell alcohol, I would like to strongly object to this applica on, which will likely result in even more
noise at even more unsociable hours.
Thank you.
GRAHAM
Owner & Director, Elite Wealth Manager Ltd
& HNW Social Media Solutions Ltd
E-mail:
E-mail:
Mobile:
Website:

I grow my business via personal introduc ons. If you know of anyone who may be interested in my services,
please pass along my details or introduce us via LinkedIn!

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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RBK, LBS and AfC (unifiedgov.co.uk) Mail - Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application

RBK Licensing <licensing@kingston.gov.uk>

Objection to Shell Waitrose Richmond Road alcohol license application
1 message
Ciro
To: licensing@kingston.gov.uk

>

24 February 2019 at 12:54

Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing to express my objection to the above 24 hour licensing application. With police resources stretched in
Kingston as it is, I believe that to allow 24 hour alcohol sales in a broadly residential area would be risking a public
nuisance in an ongoing basis. It is likely to result in more criminal behaviour in the area as well as encourage under
age drinking. I cannot see what public benefit this will result in apart from encouraging bad behaviour which will
need to be carefully policed.
Regards
Ciro

https://mail.google.com/mail/b/AHX2AsiMIkzhJnpAg8HkNRwFvvWUAbIxJE7iv0j4ouQU-H6yabIX/u/0?ik=feabbc07b1&view=pt&search=all&permt…
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ANNEX 6

ANNEX 7
Please note that the photographs represent the currently licensed building as the new
building of which this application is the subject, has not yet been constructed.

Secretary of States Guidance (April 2018)

ANNEX 8

1.2

The legislation provides a clear focus on the promotion of four statutory objectives
which must be addressed when licensing functions are undertaken.

1.3

The licensing objectives are:
 The prevention of crime and disorder;
 Public safety;
 The prevention of public nuisance; and
 The protection of children from harm.

1.4

Each objective is of equal importance. There are no other statutory licensing
objectives, so that the promotion of the four objectives is a paramount consideration
at all times.

1.5

However, the legislation also supports a number of other key aims and purposes.
These are vitally important and should be principal aims for everyone involved in
licensing work.
They include:
 protecting the public and local residents from crime, anti-social behaviour and
noise nuisance

1.17



caused by irresponsible licensed premises;



giving the police and licensing authorities the powers they need to effectively
manage and police the night-time economy and take action against those
premises that are causing problems;



recognising the important role which pubs and other licensed premises play in our
local communities by minimising the regulatory burden on business, encouraging
innovation and supporting responsible premises;



providing a regulatory framework for alcohol which reflects the needs of local
communities and empowers local authorities to make and enforce decisions about
the most appropriate licensing strategies for their local area; and



encouraging greater community involvement in licensing decisions and giving
local residents the opportunity to have their say regarding licensing decisions that
may affect them.

Each application must be considered on its own merits and in accordance with the
Licensing authority’s statement of licensing policy; for example, if the application falls
within the scope of a cumulative impact policy. Conditions attached to licences and
certificates must be tailored to the individual type, location and characteristics of the
premises and events concerned. This is essential to avoid the imposition of
disproportionate and overly burdensome conditions on premises where there is no
need for such conditions. Standardised conditions should be avoided and indeed may
be unlawful where they cannot be shown to be appropriate for the promotion of the
licensing objectives in an individual case.

Crime and disorder
2.1

Licensing authorities should look to the police as the main source of advice on crime
and disorder. They should also seek to involve the local Community Safety
Partnership (CSP).

2.2

In the exercise of their functions, licensing authorities should seek to co-operate with
the Security Industry Authority (“SIA”) as far as possible and consider adding
relevant conditions to licences where appropriate. The SIA also plays an important
role in preventing crime and disorder by ensuring that door supervisors are properly
licensed and, in partnership with police and other agencies, that security companies
are not being used as fronts for serious and organised criminal activity. This may
include making specific enquiries or visiting premises through intelligence led
operations in conjunction with the police, local authorities and other partner
agencies. Similarly, the provision of requirements for door supervision may be
appropriate to ensure that people who are drunk, drug dealers or people carrying
firearms do not enter the premises and ensuring that the police are kept informed.

2.3

Conditions should be targeted on deterrence and preventing crime and disorder. For
example, where there is good reason to suppose that disorder may take place, the
presence of closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras both inside and immediately
outside the premises can actively deter disorder, nuisance, anti-social behaviour
and crime generally. Some licence holders may wish to have cameras on their
premises for the prevention of crime directed against the business itself, its staff, or
its customers. But any condition may require a broader approach, and it may be
appropriate to ensure that the precise location of cameras is set out on plans to
ensure that certain areas are properly covered and there is no subsequent dispute
over the terms of the condition.

2.4

The inclusion of radio links and ring-round phone systems should be considered an
appropriate condition for public houses, bars and nightclubs operating in city and
town centre leisure areas with a high density of licensed premises. These systems
allow managers of licensed premises to communicate instantly with the police and
facilitate a rapid response to any disorder which may be endangering the customers
and staff on the premises.

2.5

Conditions relating to the management competency of designated premises
supervisors should not normally be attached to premises licences. It will normally be
the responsibility of the premises licence holder as an employer, and not the licensing
authority, to ensure that the managers appointed at the premises are competent and
appropriately trained. The designated premises supervisor is the key person who will
usually be responsible for the day to day management of the premises by the
premises licence holder, including the prevention of disorder. A condition of this kind
may only be justified as appropriate in rare circumstances where it can be
demonstrated that, in the circumstances associated with particular premises, poor
management competency could give rise to issues of crime and disorder and public
safety.
The prevention of crime includes the prevention of immigration crime including the
prevention of illegal working in licensed premises. Licensing authorities should work
with Home Office Immigration Enforcement, as well as the police, in respect of these
matters. Licence conditions that are considered appropriate for the prevention of
illegal working in licensed premises might include requiring a premises licence holder
to undertake right to work checks on all staff employed at the licensed premises or
requiring that a copy of any document checked as part of a right to work check are
retained at the licensed premises.

2.6

Public safety
2.7

Licence holders have a responsibility to ensure the safety of those using their
premises, as a part of their duties under the 2003 Act. This concerns the safety of
people using the relevant premises rather than public health which is addressed in
other legislation. Physical safety includes the prevention of accidents and injuries and
other immediate harms that can result from alcohol consumption such as
unconsciousness or alcohol poisoning. Conditions relating to public safety may also
promote the crime and disorder objective as noted above. There will of course be
occasions when a public safety condition could incidentally benefit a person’s health
more generally, but it should not be the purpose of the condition as this would be
outside the licensing authority’s powers (be ultra vires) under the 2003 Act.
Conditions should not be imposed on a premises licence or club premises certificate
which relate to cleanliness or hygiene.

2.8

A number of matters should be considered in relation to public safety. These may
include:


Fire safety;



Ensuring appropriate access for emergency services such as ambulances;



Good communication with local authorities and emergency services, for example
communications networks with the police and signing up for local incident alerts



Ensuring the presence of trained first aiders on the premises and appropriate first aid
kits;



Ensuring the safety of people when leaving the premises (for example, through the
provision of information on late-night transportation);



Ensuring appropriate and frequent waste disposal, particularly of glass bottles;



Ensuring appropriate limits on the maximum capacity of the premises



Considering the use of CCTV in and around the premises

2.9

The measures that are appropriate to promote public safety will vary between
premises and the matters listed above may not apply in all cases. As set out in
Chapter 8 (8.38- 8.46), applicants should consider when making their application
which steps it is appropriate to take to promote the public safety objective and
demonstrate how they achieve that.

Public nuisance
2.15

The 2003 Act enables licensing authorities and responsible authorities, through
representations, to consider what constitutes public nuisance and what is
appropriate to prevent it in terms of conditions attached to specific premises licences
and club premises certificates. It is therefore important that in considering the
promotion of this licensing objective, licensing authorities and responsible
authorities focus on the effect of the licensable activities at the specific premises on
persons living and working (including those carrying on business) in the area around
the premises which may be disproportionate and unreasonable. The issues will
mainly concern noise nuisance, light pollution, noxious smells and litter.

2.16

Public nuisance is given a statutory meaning in many pieces of legislation. It is
however not narrowly defined in the 2003 Act and retains its broad common law
meaning. It may include in appropriate circumstances the reduction of the living and

working amenity and environment of other persons living and working in the area of
the licensed premises. Public nuisance may also arise as a result of the adverse
effects of artificial light, dust, odour and insects or where its effect is prejudicial to
health.
2.17

Conditions relating to noise nuisance will usually concern steps appropriate to
control the levels of noise emanating from premises. This might be achieved by a
simple measure such as ensuring that doors and windows are kept closed after a
particular time, or persons are not permitted in garden areas of the premises after a
certain time. More sophisticated measures like the installation of acoustic curtains
or rubber speaker mounts to mitigate sound escape from the premises may be
appropriate. However, conditions in relation to live or recorded music may not be
enforceable in circumstances where the entertainment activity itself is not licensable
(see chapter 16). Any conditions appropriate to promote the prevention of public
nuisance should be tailored to the type, nature and characteristics of the specific
premises and its licensable activities. Licensing authorities should avoid
inappropriate or disproportionate measures that could deter events that are valuable
to the community, such as live music. Noise limiters, for example, are expensive to
purchase and install and are likely to be a considerable burden for smaller venues.

2.18

As with all conditions, those relating to noise nuisance may not be appropriate in
certain circumstances where provisions in other legislation adequately protect those
living in the area of the premises. But as stated earlier in this Guidance, the approach
of licensing authorities and responsible authorities should be one of prevention and
when their powers are engaged, licensing authorities should be aware of the fact
that other legislation may not adequately cover concerns raised in relevant
representations and additional conditions may be appropriate.

2.19

Where applications have given rise to representations, any appropriate conditions
should normally focus on the most sensitive periods. For example, the most
sensitive period for people being disturbed by unreasonably loud music is at night
and into the early morning when residents in adjacent properties may be attempting
to go to sleep or are sleeping. This is why there is still a need for a licence for
performances of live music between 11 pm and 8 am. In certain circumstances,
conditions relating to noise emanating from the premises may also be appropriate
to address any disturbance anticipated as customers enter and leave.

2.20

Measures to control light pollution will also require careful thought. Bright lighting
outside premises which is considered appropriate to prevent crime and disorder may
itself give rise to light pollution for some neighbours. Applicants, licensing authorities
and responsible authorities will need to balance these issues.

2.21

Beyond the immediate area surrounding the premises, these are matters for the
personal responsibility of individuals under the law. An individual who engages in
anti-social behaviour is accountable in their own right. However, it would be perfectly
reasonable for a licensing authority to impose a condition, following relevant
representations, that requires the licence holder or club to place signs at the exits
from the building encouraging patrons to be quiet until they leave the area, or that, if
they wish to smoke, to do so at designated places on the premises instead of outside,
and to respect the rights of people living nearby to a peaceful night.

Protection of children from harm
2.22

The protection of children from harm includes the protection of children from moral,
psychological and physical harm. This includes not only protecting children from the
harms associated directly with alcohol consumption but also wider harms such as
exposure to strong language and sexual expletives (for example, in the context of
exposure to certain films or adult entertainment). Licensing authorities must also
consider the need to protect children from sexual exploitation when undertaking
licensing functions.

2.23

The Government believes that it is completely unacceptable to sell alcohol to children.
Conditions relating to the access of children where alcohol is sold and which are
appropriate to protect them from harm should be carefully considered. Moreover,
conditions restricting the access of children to premises should be strongly
considered in circumstances where:
• adult entertainment is provided;
• a member or members of the current management have been convicted for serving
alcohol to minors or with a reputation for allowing underage drinking (other than in
the context of the exemption in the 2003 Act relating to 16 and 17 year olds
consuming beer, wine and cider when accompanied by an adult during a table meal);
• it is known that unaccompanied children have been allowed access;
• there is a known association with drug taking or dealing; or
• in some cases, the premises are used exclusively or primarily for the sale of alcohol
for consumption on the premises.

2.24

It is also possible that activities, such as adult entertainment, may take place at
certain times on premises but not at other times. For example, premises may operate
as a café bar during the day providing meals for families but also provide
entertainment with a sexual content after 8.00pm. It is not possible to give an
exhaustive list of what amounts to entertainment or services of an adult or sexual
nature. Applicants, responsible authorities and licensing authorities will need to
consider this point carefully. This would broadly include topless bar staff, striptease,
lap-, table- or pole-dancing, performances involving feigned violence or horrific
incidents, feigned or actual sexual acts or fetishism, or entertainment involving strong
and offensive language.

2.25

Applicants must be clear in their operating schedules about the activities and times
at which the events would take place to help determine when it is not appropriate for
children to enter the premises. Consideration should also be given to the proximity of
premises to schools and youth clubs so that applicants take appropriate steps to
ensure that advertising relating to their premises, or relating to events at their
premises, is not displayed at a time when children are likely to be near the premises.

2.26

Licensing authorities and responsible authorities should expect applicants, when
preparing an operating schedule or club operating schedule, to set out the steps to
be taken to protect children from harm when on the premises.

2.27

Conditions, where they are appropriate, should reflect the licensable activities taking
place on the premises. In addition to the mandatory condition regarding age
verification, other conditions relating to the protection of children from harm can
include:


restrictions on the hours when children may be present;



restrictions or exclusions on the presence of children under certain ages when
particular specified activities are taking place;



restrictions on the parts of the premises to which children may have access;



age restrictions



restrictions or exclusions when certain activities are taking place;



requirements for an accompanying adult (including for example, a combination of
requirements which provide that children under a particular age must be
accompanied by an adult); and



full exclusion of people under 18 from the premises when any licensable activities
are taking place.

Other persons
8.13

As well as responsible authorities, any other person can play a role in a number of
licensing processes under the 2003 Act. This includes any individual, body or
business entitled to make representations to licensing authorities in relation to
applications for the grant, variation, minor variation or review of premises licences
and club premises certificates, regardless of their geographic proximity to the
premises. In addition, these persons may themselves seek a review of a premises
licence. Any representations made by these persons must be ‘relevant’, in that the
representation relates to one or more of the licensing objectives. It must also not be
considered by the licensing authority to be frivolous or vexatious. In the case of
applications for reviews, there is an additional requirement that the grounds for the
review should not be considered by the licensing authority to be repetitious. Chapter
9 of this guidance (paragraphs 9.4 to 9.10) provides more detail on the definition of
relevant, frivolous, vexatious and repetitious representations.

Determining applications
9.9

It is recommended that, in borderline cases, the benefit of the doubt about any
aspect of a representation should be given to the person making that representation.
The subsequent hearing would then provide an opportunity for the person or body
making the representation to amplify and clarify it.

Hearings
9.37 As a matter of practice, licensing authorities should seek to focus the hearing on the
steps considered appropriate to promote the particular licensing objective or objectives
that have given rise to the specific representation and avoid straying into undisputed
areas. A responsible authority or other person may choose to rely on their written
representation. They may not add further representations to those disclosed to the
applicant prior to the hearing, but they may expand on their existing representation and
should be allowed sufficient time to do so, within reasonable and practicable limits.
9.38 In determining the application with a view to promoting the licensing objectives in the
overall interests of the local community, the licensing authority must give appropriate
weight to:


the steps that are appropriate to promote the licensing objectives;



the representations (including supporting information) presented by all the parties;



this Guidance;



its own statement of licensing policy.

Hours of trading
10.13 The Government acknowledges that different licensing strategies may be appropriate
for the promotion of the licensing objectives in different areas. The 2003 Act gives the
licensing authority power to make decisions about the hours during which premises
can conduct licensable activities as part of the implementation of its licensing policy
statement. Licensing authorities are best placed to make decisions about appropriate
opening hours in their areas based on their local knowledge and in consultation with
responsible authorities. However, licensing authorities must always consider each
application and must not impose predetermined licensed opening hours, without
giving individual consideration to the merits of each application.
10.14 Where there are objections to an application to extend the hours during which
licensable activities are to be carried on and the licensing authority determines that
this would undermine the licensing objectives, it may reject the application or grant it
with appropriate conditions and/or different hours from those requested.
10.15 Shops, stores and supermarkets should normally be free to provide sales of alcohol
for consumption off the premises at any times when the retail outlet is open for
shopping unless there are good reasons, based on the licensing objectives, for
restricting those hours.

STATEMENT OF LICENSING POLICY (version 4 July 2016)
8.

The Council is responsible for licensing a range of activities related to the sale and
supply of alcohol, the provision of regulated entertainment and late night
refreshments.

9.

In carrying out its functions under the Act, the Licensing Authority has a duty to
promote the following licensing objectives:





11.

As well as the statutory objectives, the Act and guidance support a number of other
key aims and purposes linked to the licensable activities that are considered to be
vitally important. They include:






12.

the prevention of crime and disorder
public safety
the prevention of public nuisance
the protection of children from harm

protecting the public and local residents from crime, anti-social behaviour and
noise nuisance caused by irresponsible licensed premises
giving the police and licensing authorities the powers they need to effectively
manage and police the night-time economy
recognising the important role that pubs and other licensed premises play in our
communities by minimising the regulatory burden on business, encouraging
innovation and supporting responsible premises
providing a regulatory framework for alcohol that reflects the needs of local
communities and empowers them to make and enforce decisions about the most
responsible licensing strategies for their local area, and
encouraging greater community involvement in licensing decisions and giving
local residents the opportunity to have their say regarding licensing decisions that
may impact on them.

The Council must set out how it will promote the statutory objectives and support the
other key aims and purposes in a Statement of Policy and this must strike a
reasonable balance between different and sometimes competing aims, including
widening the choice and appeal of licensed premises and the development of culture
and protection of local residents.

COMMENTING ON APPLICATIONS (MAKING REPRESENTATIONS)
50.

The Authority recognises that the Act, and the Secretary of State’s Guidance,
specifies what matters it may take into consideration when determining whether any
representation made is relevant. This will include a consideration whether any
representation made is frivolous or vexatious (as defined by guidance).

51.

Though not specified by the relevant legislation or guidance, the Authority will only
consider representations received in writing, be this by letter, facsimile, e-mail or via
our online portal. Representations must be made within the relevant time period
specified in the Act for the application type being considered.

PREVENTION OF CRIME AND DISORDER
90.

The Authority recognises that licensed premises, particularly late night venues, can
be a focus of crime and disorder problems. Therefore, whether the premises make,
or will make, a significant contribution to levels of crime and disorder, and whether
the Operating Schedule is based on an adequate risk assessment, undertaken by the
applicant, of the likelihood of crime and disorder occurring as a result of the grant of
the application is a key criterion.

91.

Applicants must clearly set out and explain in their Operating Schedule how the
operation of the premises will promote the prevention of crime and disorder. For pubs,
bars and premises with facilities for music and dancing (e.g. night clubs), a specific
assessment is needed as to how the risks of violence and crime in the premises and
within the vicinity will be managed.

92.

Where relevant representations are made, the Authority will tailor appropriate
conditions for premises licenses and club premises certificates. In doing so, the
Authority will treat the Police as a main source of advice on appropriate conditions for
particular premises.

93.

The Authority will carry out its licensing functions so as to promote the prevention of
crime and disorder, by ensuring that Licence Holders take measures to regulate the
behaviour of persons on the premises and patrons who are in the vicinity.

PROOF OF AGE
95.

In October 2010 a Mandatory Condition came into force requiring premises with
Licences authorising the sale or supply of alcohol to implement an age verification
policy in relation to the sale or supply of alcohol. The condition requires that the policy
must incorporate measures to ensure that individuals who appear to be under 18
years of age (or such older age as may be specified in the policy) to produce on
request, before being served alcohol, identification bearing their photograph, date of
birth and a holographic mark.

96.

The Authority recognises and supports the “Challenge 25” campaign, whereby
anyone appearing to be under the age of 25 is asked to provide identification to
demonstrate they are over 18, before being sold alcohol. The authority expects all
holders of licenses permitting the sale of alcohol to implement and actively publicise
“No ID – No Sale” schemes, and encourages applicants to adopt current best practice
on age verification policies – “Challenge 25”.

97.

Licence Holders are expected to include within their age verification policy:




98.

documented training procedures to ensure staff are fully trained in age
verification procedures, including induction and regular refresher training with
signed records kept of that training.
use of till prompts in shops together with appropriate warning notices being
displayed at alcohol fixtures.
the use of refused sale records, which are regularly checked and signed off by
the Designated Premises Supervisor.

The Authority supports and recommends that premises accept identity cards bearing
the logo of the PASS accreditation scheme, which aims to approve and accredit
various proof of age schemes that are in existence and thereby ensures that such

schemes maintain high standards, particularly in the area of integrity and security.
Details of the PASS scheme are available from the Trading Standards Responsible
Authority
PUBLIC SAFETY
103.

Whether appropriate and satisfactory general and technical risk assessments,
management procedures and certificates have been made available to the relevant
responsible authority and the licensing authority that demonstrate that the public will
be safe within and in the vicinity of the premises are the key criteria relevant to this
objective.

104. The Authority must try to ensure the safety of people visiting and working in licensed
premises. It will therefore need to be satisfied that measures to promote public safety,
including risk assessments, setting safe capacities, adequate means of escape and,
where appropriate, CCTV are put in place and adequately maintained, if not provided
for by other regulatory regimes. As such, it is expected that applicants will
satisfactorily address these issues in their operating schedules and plans/drawings
submitted as part of the application process.
105. The Authority is not in a position to impose conditions on licences that relate to fire
safety legislation, for whom the enforcing authority is the London Fire and Emergency
Planning Authority [LFEPA]. However, given that applications must be submitted to
LFEPA, who may make representations on applications which are not considered to
be demonstrating the promotion of public safety, applicants are advised to make
contact with their local fire safety officer for advice regarding measures to ensure
adequate fire protection and means of escape prior to the submission of applications.
106. Whilst existing health and safety legislation will generally be sufficient to control risks
to the safety of the public in most premises, the Authority recognises that, in some
situations, statutory requirements may not be adequate, or be in place, to ensure
public safety. Where its right is invoked, the Authority may impose conditions
requiring the licence holder to take steps over and above minimum legal requirements
as may be necessary to ensure safety.
107.

It should be noted that conditions relating to public safety should be those that are
appropriate in the particular circumstances of any individual premises or club
premises, and should not duplicate other requirements of existing Health and Safety
Legislation. Equally, the attachment of conditions to a premises licence or club
premises certificate does not in any way relieve employers of their statutory duty to
comply with the requirements of primary Health and Safety or Fire Safety legislation.

PUBLIC NUISANCE
114.

The Borough has a substantial residential population and the authority has a
responsibility to protect it from nuisance. In certain locations, the increased
concentration of entertainment uses and longer hours of operation have adversely
affected local residents. Commercial occupiers of premises also have a legitimate
expectation of an environment that is attractive and help sustain their business. The
role of the Council as a licensing authority is to maintain an appropriate balance
between the legitimate aspirations of the entertainment industry and the needs of
residents, businesses, workers, shoppers and visitors.

115. The potential for nuisance associated with the style, characteristics and activities of
the business to be carried on at the premises and the potential steps which could be
taken to reduce the risk of nuisance occurring are therefore the key criteria relevant
to this objective. This will particularly apply where there is residential accommodation
in the proximity of the premises.
116. The Authority will expect applicants to set out in their Operating Schedules the steps
taken, or proposed to be taken, to deal with the potential for public nuisance arising
from the operation of the premises or open air site under the licence.
117.

Applicants should identify and describe through a risk assessment how these risks
will be managed. Public nuisance could include low-level nuisance perhaps affecting
a small number of people living locally as well as major disturbance affecting the
whole community. It may include, in appropriate circumstances, a reduction of the
living and working amenity and environment of interested parties in the vicinity of
licensed premises.

PROTECTION OF CHILDREN FROM HARM
126.

The Authority supports the formation of family-friendly entertainment environments
and whether there are appropriate measures in place to protect children from harm
(including moral, psychological and physical harm) is the key criteria relevant to this
objective.

127.

Applicants are expected to demonstrate in their Operating Schedule that suitable and
sufficient measures have been identified and implemented to protect children from
harm, having regard to the style, characteristics and activities of the premises and
the activities provided. The measures expected to be considered may include staff
training on how to control the entry of young people under 18 and the vetting of staff
who will supervise them. Applicants will have to give particular regard to these
measures in applications for licences involving:




128.

the sale of alcohol
children’s performances
attractions or performances likely to attract children

It is an offence to sell alcohol to children (under 18). There is a further specific offence
of persistently selling alcohol to children if sales are made on 2 or more occasions
within 3 months. Unaccompanied children under 16 should not be on “premises being
used exclusively or primarily for the supply of alcohol” e.g. pubs, bars and nightclubs.
In addition, unaccompanied children should not be on licensed premises after
midnight but before 5.00 a.m. Operating Schedules should consider whether there
will be circumstances when children under 16 should not be on the premises and
whether they were there for a specific purpose such as partaking of a meal or being
entertained by live performances and whether there were any specific aspects of
licensable or other activities taking place where children should be excluded e.g.
drinks promotions or particular types of performances or competitions.

RESPONSIBLE RETAILING
136.

The Authority expects all applicants and licence holders to recognise the
responsibility that the retail sale or supply of alcohol brings in order to promote the
licensing objective relating to the protection of children from harm.

NEIGHBOURHOOD SPECIFIC POLICIES ON THE PROMOTION OF THE LICENSING
OBJECTIVES
1. The Authority acknowledges that licensed premises located in some parts of the
Borough may have a greater impact upon the licensing objectives than similar
premises located in other areas. The following summarises the key characteristics
and challenges within specific neighbourhoods to help applicants. The Authority will
therefore expect applicants to take these factors into account when considering
what to include in their operating schedule and they must be prepared to justify why
appropriate recommended controls should not be applied in the event of
applications coming before a Sub-Committee.
2. Applicants are advised that Responsible Authorities will also expect the measures
relevant to the business operation to have been considered, and it is likely that
where deficiencies in the operating schedule are identified, representations are
likely to be made.
KINGSTON TOWN
3. The highest concentration of licensed premises is located within Kingston Town
Neighbourhood, and in particular within Grove Ward. This brings particular
concerns in relation to the impact that the number of premises has upon the
Licensing Objectives and as such, the Authority considers it necessary for tighter
controls (as set out in Operating Schedules – Additional Considerations) to be
applied to premises in this Neighbourhood.
OPERATING SCHEDULES – ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
1.

The following section sets out a range of additional considerations and controls that
the Authority may have regard to, depending on the location of the applicants
premises, in order to ensure that the licensing objectives are met. Some of the
controls described may have greater significance and be given greater emphasis by
the Licensing Sub-committee as a result.
Door Supervision

The use of door supervisors at licensed premises play a valuable role in
controlling queues, undertaking searches for the purpose of preventing drugs
or offensive weapons being admitted and for ensuring any capacity limits are
not exceeded

Whilst all applicants should assess whether the provision of door staff is
necessary for their business, the authority expects that all Pubs, Bars,
Nightclubs and premises offering Late Night Refreshment to provide door
supervisors. The number of door supervisors should be identified through
risk assessment and with due consideration to the health and safety of door
supervisors, staff and the public.

Where its right is invoked, the Authority will generally impose a condition
requiring door staff on licences for this type of premises, unless it can be
demonstrated that such a condition is not appropriate for the promotion of
the licensing objectives.



Applicants and licence holders are expected to ensure that a policy on
searching customers is devised and implemented. Searches of persons
bags, or in some cases pat down or metal detector body searches may be
necessary to prevent and deter the bringing into licensed premises of drugs
and / or offensive weapons. Door supervisors are trained and equipped with
the necessary skills to undertake this task, and it may be necessary in
certain types of establishments for conditions to be included that require the
carrying out of searches.

CCTV systems
 CCTV cameras are a vital asset to both the licence holder and the regulatory
authorities. Footage obtained by CCTV has proven to be a vital source of
evidence in detecting crime at and immediately outside licensed premises.




Overt cameras also help deter criminal acts, such as theft of stock, and
whilst it is acknowledged that the installation of CCTV may incur
considerable expenditure, the Authority expects all applicants and licence
holders to consider providing CCTV systems
The Authority expects that CCTV systems will:
 cover all entrances, exits, internal and external areas of the premises.
 Ensure that images are stored for a minimum of 31 days
 Enable images to be delivered to Police or Council Officers in a
recognised format upon request
 be adequately maintained so as to operate and record at all times the
premises are open (for crime prevention purposes, it is recommended
that CCTV systems are operational 24 hours a day, using motion
sensors during non-opening hours).

Capacity Limits

In pubs, bars and nightclubs within Kingston Town Neighbourhood, the
Authority considers it necessary to impose limits on the number of persons
that may be present in order to ensure public safety, prevent overcrowding
and enable prompt exit by persons in the case of an emergency, for
example.

The Authority expects applicants to have considered the safe capacity for
their premises and to incorporate this figure into their operating schedule,
together with details of their measures for ensuring that this capacity is not
exceeded.
Control of glass drinking vessels

Glass drinking vessels can be used as weapons and when broken can inflict
serious injury during incidents of disorder, not only within licensed premises,
but further away if such vessels are permitted to be removed from the
premises.

It is expected that applicants will consider whether drinks should be provided
in toughened glass drinking vessels, and whether, after a given time at night,
drinks usually served in bottles should be decanted before service. Such



conditions can be subject to appropriate exceptions, for example in the case
of champagne bottles or wine sold for consumption with a table meal.
The Authority considers that all premises serving alcohol for consumption on
the premises should be subject to conditions preventing open bottles being
taken away from the premises.

Participation in Radio Schemes

Kingston First’s Business Watch radio link scheme can be used to connect
licence holders, designated premises supervisors, or managers with the local
police and the Council’s CCTV control room


Conditions’ requiring the participation in the radio link scheme, or similar
arrangements, is considered to be necessary for all premises forming part of
the evening and nigh-time economy.

Lighting

In certain premises where levels of natural light may be reduced,
consideration should also be given to conditions that ensure that electrical
lighting in any area accessible to members of the public shall be maintained
fully operational when the premises is open.

It may also be necessary to use conditions to control the use of external
lighting operated in conjunction with licensable activities. For example,
floodlighting to gardens and smoking areas should only illuminate intended
areas, and flashing or particularly bright lights on or outside licensed
premises must not cause a nuisance to nearby properties.

However, the Authority recognises the benefits to the prevention of crime
and disorder of lighting in certain areas of the premises, and any conditions
must be mindful of ensuring such benefits are promoted.
Management Practices

The Authority considers good management practices are essential, and
would expect applicants and licence holders to demonstrate good practice,
where appropriate through conditions requiring written documentation in
respect of:
- Dispersal of customers
- Noise management
- Drugs policy
- Queue control and Searching
- Control of deliveries and the disposal of empty bottles and other
refuse late at night
2.

The control of noise emanating from licensed premises, or occurring as a result of
the provision of licensable activities, should be considered by premises located
close to areas of residential accommodation. In particular:


In certain premises consideration should be given to conditions to ensure
that noise or vibration does not emanate from the premises. This could be
achieved through a requirement to keep doors and windows closed, for





example, or perhaps to require use of noise limiters on amplification
equipment.
It may also be necessary to restrict the use of gardens or other external
drinking areas after certain times to reduce the level of noise likely to be
generated. For example, conditions may restrict the use of such areas by
preventing the taking of drinks or food into the areas after a given time, but
thereby still providing facilities for smokers.
The disposal of refuse or recycling generated by the operation of a licensed
premises can, when undertaken at the wrong time of day, cause significant
noise particularly in respect of the moving and disposal of glass bottles. It
may therefore be necessary to condition that undertaking of such activities
will take place at times that will minimise disturbance.

3.

A number of licensed premises, particularly those predominantly providing late night
refreshment, have the potential to affect the quantity of litter on the streets around
the neighbourhood. It is expected that any premises wishing to provide late night
refreshment, as their predominant licensable activity will agree to conditions
requiring the cleaning of the pavement immediately in front of their premises. The
same conditions may also be necessary for businesses that generate significant
quantities of printed matter, by way of flyers or promotions.

4.

The Authority recognises the importance of Pubwatch and considers the attendance
at meetings of representatives from premises contributing to the evening and late
night economy as essential.

